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Concerned Clemson University
faculty and staff members, students
and area residents filled the Brooks
Center Theater last Thursday evening
for a town hall-style meeting on land
use.
The meeting's primary focus was
the possible development of three
lakefront properties surrounding Lake
Hartwell and the city of Clemson.
Clemson President James Barker
called the meeting, knowing that
everyone connected to the University
would want to be involved in all stages of the decision-making process.
"We want this to be an open, wellpublicized process," Barker said.
At the meeting, he emphasized the
importance of community involvement, as well as the importance of
Clemson's land.
"Every
inch
of
Clemson
University'stand is planned for use,"
Barker said. "I understand the pre-

cious use of this land."
During budget cuts in 2001,
University trustees explored various
ways to increase revenue to maintain
and better the quality of education at
Clemson. One recommendation was
to analyze how the lakefront property could be manipulated to generate
money. After a careful assessment of
how much of the land could be used,
officials discovered it would garner
much less money than originally
expected.
Though not an action plan, the
subsequent document, which was
based solely on financial projections,
sparked the attention of concerned
Clemson citizens and students.
Specialists from the Urban Land
Institute (ULI), a nonprofit real estate
development and land management
group, approached the Board of
Trustees and asked to form a plan that
would put 272 acres of land including
the frontage on Lake Hartwell to its
greatest use.
Recently, a Clemson alumnus
became president of ULI. Barker
said that Clemson was fortunate to be
selected by the ULI to be surveyed,
but with the ULI's Clemson connection, it was not entirely unexpected.

SEE

OPINIONS: See what the
staff thinks of land use, Cl

UNIVERSITY

Land use discussion
agitates community
Friends ofthe Experimental
Forest outnumber developers
at meeting on land use.

SPORTS: Tigers shell Terps
in blowout win on home turf
in Littlejohn, Bl

LAND, PAGE A6

Loggia changes hands

The popular coffee shop in the Edgar Allen Brown University Union closed this
week for a few days while new management took over. Aramark recently bought out
the cafe and now completely controls eating options on campus. Find out the whole
story on page A6.

Researchers scramble for THC patent Classroom
After formulafor anti-cancer
compound is published,
chemists search alternatives.
JOHN LUPTON
Staff Writer

>MM IMMRaN'Assistanl News

EUREKA!: Valerie Smith and Alicia Thompson work in John Huffman's lab
while he and Dr. Karla-Sue Marriott look on.

SEE

TimeOut hits the concert circuit! Check
out reviews of Bright Eyes, Arcade Fire,
Angie Stone and Something Corporate
in this week's edition, D8

SATURDAY:

FRIDAY: Partly Cloudy

Mail P.O. Box 1586 Clemson, SC 29633-1586
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opens in
Charleston

New architecture building
provides opportunitiesfor
Clemson students.
HEATHER DOWELL
Staff Writer
The Clemson University School
of Architecture will branch outside
the bounds of Perimeter Road when
its new building is completed in historic Charleston.
Clemson's School of Architecture
program has embraced the idea of
a "fluid campus" that operates in a
variety of locations simultaneously.
The goal is to have students studying
architecture as a product of territory
and place in diverse physical, political and cultural settings, according to
the academic program.
The academic program states that
the focus of putting the Clemson
Architecture Center (CAC) in
Charleston is to "serve as a bridge
between academia and practice, putting students in a hybrid environment
that teaches them to think and work
in critical practice." The curriculum
is structured around the local environment concerns real issues and
projects both in urban Charleston
and the surrounding area.
The core curriculum in the academ-
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A small team of Clemson
University researchers is in the process of patenting several chemical
compounds derived from THC, the
active ingredient in marijuana.
Drugs from these compounds could
potentially be a huge breakthrough in
the world of medicine that is a far cry
from smoking dope to treat back pain
or cataracts. When tested on animals,
the drugs were also effective at fighting what is currently an untreatable
cancer called Glioma.
Unfortunately, the best of these
cancer-fighting compounds cannot
be patented and developed by a pharmaceutical company, because it was
published before the discovery of its
incredible potential.
In 1997, John Huffman, a Clemson
faculty member for 45 years who has
led this research at the school for 20
years, created a compound and named
it with his initials, JWH-133. He
then published it in a 1998 edition of
Bioorganic and Medicinal Chemistry,
not realizing the possibility of a
revolutionary drug coming from the
compound.
"That's the name of the game if
you want to get your grant back," said
Huffman, whose funding comes from
the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
"And students want publications,
because it helps them get a job."
In 2001, Manuel Guzman, a profes-

sor of Biochemistry at Complutense
University in Madrid asked Huffman
for a sample of his compound to use
for testing in mice. What he found
has led to a race to patent compounds
similar to 133. Guzman discovered
that when he injected 133 into mice
intentionally infected with Glioma,
they experienced remarkable recoveries.
Huffman explained the difference
between these compounds and medical marijuana.
"We do not do medical marijuana
research," he said. "We have never
had marijuana in our lab."
What Huffman and his team do
instead is look at how THC interacts
with two different receptors in our
bodies. One of these receptors, the
CB1, was discovered in 1988. It is
located in the brain, and its interaction with THC produces the high
experienced after smoking marijuana.
THC's bonding with the CB1 receptor
also helps soothe nausea and pain.
A synthetic version of the drug,
called Marinol, is already on the market to help increase appetite in AIDS
and cancer patients.
Huffman's research, however,
centers on THC's bonding with the
CB2 receptor, which was discovered
in 1993 and is part of the immune
system. Huffman and five colleagues
work together in Hunter Laboratory
creating compounds that also bond
with the CB2. Huffman's compounds
differ from THC and its synthetic
cousin Marinol because they do not
bond with the CB 1; they do not pro-
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NationalView

Nations rated on environment

Bush speaks on state of the union

Yale study rates countries
on their contributions to
sustainability ofthe earth.

In his annual address to the nation Wednesday, President Bush assured
Americans "the state of our union is confident and strong" and then set
out his agenda for the future. In order to make the country better for future
generations, Bush said, the country must protect the economy, pass along
values and keep the country safe. "America's prosperity requires restraining
the spending appetite of the federal government," he said, and announced that
his 2006 budget reduces or eliminates more than 150 government programs.
Bush also called for a privatizing overhaul of Social Security, which he
said is going bankrupt, and reasserted his support for lawsuit reform and
a constitutional amendment against gay marriage. Bush lauded democratic
elections recently held in Iraq, Afghanistan and Palestine. "The beginnings
of reform and democracy in the Palestinian territories are showing the power
of freedom to break old patterns of violence and failure," he said. Bush said
that America is safer now that Iraq has had free elections and that U.S. troops
would stay in the region. "We will not set an artificial timetable for leaving
Iraq, because that would embolden the terrorists and make them believe they
can wait us out," he said.

U.S. knew about Iraq oil-smugglins, memos say
The United States was aware of and condoned illegal oil-smuggling by Saddam
Hussein's regime, revealed documents recently obtained by CNN. The documents
— State Department memos — claim that Iraq's embargo-violating oil sales to
neighbors Jordan and Turkey should not be stopped because they were in the
country's best interest. A State Department official supported the memos, saying
that at the time, the United States' national security depended on the stability of
Iraq's neighbors. The oil sales helped maintain that stability he said, though they
violated U.N. sanctions and generated billions of dollars for Saddam Hussein's
regime. The memos CNN obtained were written by State Department officials
under President Bill Clinton and President George W Bush.

GlobalPerspective
Global warming will hurt Africa's poor, scientist says
African scientist Anthony Nyong said on Wednesday that Africa's millions
of poor will be greatly affected by climate warming unless action is taken,
Reuters reported. If trends continue, temperatures in Sub-Saharan Africa
could rise two degrees and rainfall could drop by 10 percent by 2050, Nyong
said. These climate changes could result in major water shortages, he said.
Nyong said that in order to avoid this crisis, "there must be substantial and
genuine reductions in greenhouse gas emissions by the principal emitters."
He noted that the nations that make up the G8 contributed nearly half of the
world's carbon dioxide emissions. Africa will be more affected by global
warming than other nations because of the risk of water shortages, the
continent's dependence on agriculture and stresses such as war, poverty and
disease.

Iran says it will never end nuclear program
An Iranian official said Wednesday that the country will never scrap its
nuclear program, and that it will only negotiate to protect the program,
not end it. Iran is currently in talks with European nations that are putting
pressure on Iran to make concessions. "We have the power to negotiate
because we keep our (nuclear) achievements in our hands and we are
negotiating to protect them," the official said Wednesday. Iran's president,
Gholamreza Aghazadeh, has urged negotiators to speed up the talks, which
are reportedly deadlocked. While other nations, the United States included,
charge that Iran is pursuing a nuclear program in order to develop nuclear
weapons, Iran maintains that its program is only for energy purposes. Iran
currently is suspending its enriching of uranium and has said that it will
decide within three months whether or not to continue the suspension.

NewsBvNumbers
number of Jews left in Afghanistan's once thriving Jewish
community

6
further weeks of winter forecasted by grounhog Punxsutawny Phil

1,608
coalition casualties in Iraq as of Jan. 26

500,000
fine, in dollars, up from $32,500, proposed by Congress for
a single FCC decency violation

NAYLOR BROWNELL

News Editor
According to a recent study by
the Yale Center for Environmental
Law and Policy, the United States
ranks 45th out of 146 countries as a
protector of the environment.
The
study,
called
the
Environmental
Sustainability
Index (ESI), was released the
same week as and in collaboration
with the World Economic Forum,
which met in Davos, Switzerland,
this week.
Soils
Professor
Virgil
Quisenberry agreed with the survey, saying that the placement of
the United States was "probably
about right."
"We're a big manufacturing
company," Quisenberry said. "We
emit a great number of materials
into the atmosphere every day."
Waste generation and greenhouse gas emissions brought
down the United States' rating.
The ESI ranked countries based
on 76 factors, all contributing to
country-wide environmental sustainability. These criteria include
water quality, greenhouse gas
emissions and fertility rates — the
lower the birth rate, the less of an
environmental impact the country
has. The United States had high
ratings on water quality and environmental protection capacity.
Finland topped the list while
North Korea held the lowest overall
rank. Quisenberry noted that Korea
had very little natural resources
available, and most consumables
go straight to the military.
"The place has really fallen
apart," he said. "Tens of thousands
of people have died from exposure
or hunger."
South Korea did not fare much
better, placing 122nd. This was
an increase from the last ESI,

published in 2002. According to
a press release, most of the countries that received low ratings
"have poorly managed their policy
choices."
One of the authors of the report
was Daniel Esty, a professor at
Yale and founder of the ESI. He
acknowledged that the survey was,
at best, "imperfect." According to
Esty, so much data from so many
countries is incomplete. Also,
countries like Russia or Canada
have vast amounts of open space

4 £ We are headed toward
making improvements...
But we've got a lot to
do.}}
VIRGIL QUISENBERRY

Clemson Professor ofSoils

and untapped resources that
skew the environmental sustainability results for these countries.
Quisenberry agreed, saying that
data on smaller or hostile countries
would be hard to obtain. In addition, the United States' advanced
technology and scientific community allow for a more thorough
assessment of its resources and
policies.
"If we want to know what the
situation is in Zimbabwe or Sudan,
for example, how are we going to
find out?" he asked. "Part of what
makes us look so bad is that our
data is more heavily scrutinized."
Zimbabwe was ranked 128th,
with nine variables completely
missing, while Sudan was 140 with
15 variables missing. The missing
data was inferred in both cases.
Quisenberry did agree that the
United States needs to do more to
protect the environment.

"We are headed toward making improvements," he said. "But
we've got a lot to do."
The ESI shows that developed
countries, like the United States
and the United Kingdom, face
different challenges than developing countries. For instance, while
developing countries face resource
depletion, developed countries face
pollution and consumption problems. Such countries cannot be
compared to each other, explained
Chief Statistician Tanja Srebotnjak,
so the ESI split related countries
into clusters.
"Identifying a relevant peer
group against whom to benchmark
results turns out to be a critical
element of good environmental
policymaking," Srebotnjak said in
a press release.
The United States was in a
group of 24 developed nations,
and ranked in the middle, with an
ESI equal to that of the United
Kingdom.
All of the variables used in the
study were divided into five categories, including Environmental
Systems, Global Stewardship,
Social and Institutional Capacity,
Reducing Human Vulnerability
and Reducing Stress. The United
States ranked poorly in Reducing
Stresses and Global Stewardship.
Quisenberry said that in his
lifetime, he has seen conditions
improve greatly, along with environmental awareness, and believes
the trend will continue in the
future.
"We're making some progress,
just not as fast as some would have
it," he said.
He did emphasize that though
everyone may want to increase
environmental sustainability, not
everyone is willing to do what it
takes.
"Most people talk about a lot
more than they're actually willing to give up," Quisenberry said.
"We're all guilty. We all have
blood on our hands."

Important Parking Information
I want to thank all of the students, faculty and staff for
your patience. Many of us behind the scenes in the
Administration, Athletics and Municipal services have
been planning and preparing for the start of the West
End Zone project. This project will have a major impact
on the CAT Orange Route, the P-3 Parking lot and traffic
on Perimeter Road.
Please watch this ad space for weekly updates and changes
involving parking and transit at Clemson University.
Our hope is that this time next week we can share with
you the project start dates, and when, where and how this
may impact your life!
Thank you,
Geary Robinson
Director of Parking Services
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Apparel research improves desert uniforms
Pendleton company
produces new uniform
designsfor army.
KATHERINE DUPRE
Staff Writer
Clemson clothing manufacturers
are helping U.S. soldiers in Iraq "be
all that they can be."
The Clemson Apparel Research
(CAR) center has signed a contract
with the United States Army to
revamp the current uniforms, making soldiers better suited for desert
battle.
A group of veterans from the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan designed the
new uniforms, making 19 changes
over the old units based on the needs
of soldiers fighting in those wars.
CAR announced its plan to work
with Army uniforms in May 2004.
In an outline published that month,
the center described how first drafts
would be sent for inspection in July

and August. Since then, the plans
have been approved, and uniform
production is now almost complete.
Bill Kernodle, project manager
for the uniform redesign, oversees
all production and technical reports.
While CAR has long been handling
logistic apparel research, this is a
major production project. All of the
Army's uniforms will be redone.
The Army has high hopes for
these new uniforms, since veterans
are designing them and the updates
will make the soldiers more camouflaged, more comfortable and safer.
The new uniforms are different
from previous units in many ways,
Kernodle said. "They are designed
for combat only, not for looks."
This means that the new uniform,
the Army Combat Unit, is fitted specifically for battle in desert climates
like that of Iraq.
Kernodle described the new
camouflage as mottled in "shades
of gray and sand." The colors are

SUMMER WORK
VARSITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Offers a unique opportunity to earn money for school, build
your resume, and do something challenging.
OPEN TO ALL MAJORS
Is* Summer interns average earning $7,000+
Returning interns for 2nd summer average earning $12,000+
3rd summer+ average earning $18,000+

being changed based on the topography of Iraq.
"They're different than they
would be if we were based in woodlands," he said.
CAR added another adaptation
to the uniforms based on Iraq's
climate. The new units will now
be made of NYCO fabric, which is
designed especially for hot weather
battle.
The uniforms are designed to be
made soundly but efficiently. The
army wants as many as possible to
be shipped out quickly, as they will
be delivered to soldiers starting this
month.
Other changes from the old
green and black uniform — created
circa 1970 for soldiers in Vietnam
— include knee and elbow pocket
pouches for concrete surfaces; a
tighter collar for blocking sand,
shells and rocks from entering the
shirts; and a small square of tape
that is easily seen with night-vision
goggles, helping soldiers to identify
comrades from enemies.
Kernodle is optimistic about the
project. "These (uniforms) are totally different from the old ones," he
said. "They should turn out well."
On their Web site, the Army states
that it believes CAR is "ensuring the
highest quality of control and assisting the American work force" with
the uniform project.
CAR opened in 1988 in Pendleton
with the intent of researching appar-

ACU worm with
the Patrol Cap
Moisture wlcking tan
T-shirt Mandarin collar worn in
down position
Velcro backed U.S. AR
and last name tape
Elbow pouch with VeScro
closure for internal elbow
pad inserts
Zippered front closure,
reinforced with Vekro which
provides a smooth surface
when worn with the OTV
Knee pouch with Velcro
closure for internal tan
pad Inserts
Leg cuff with front closure tie
which allows more comfortable
closure on the outside of the
boot collar

TEN HUT: The above uniform is result of CAR Center's latest project. The
uniform includes safety measures for soldiers in a desert environment.
el-related problems in conjunction
with the U.S. Defense Logistics
Agency. The recent Army contract

Check out Elevator Action in concert!

comes after a plan to adjust the look
and make of the current uniforms to
better suit Iraqi warfare.

Thursday

GREAT RESUME BUILDER
Not just a sales position.
Learn how to set up and run your own business.
TRAVEL to a new state.

The Varsity Internship Program, Division of SCORE
LLC has worked with over 13,000 college students
since 1970.

Sponsored by WSBF 88.1 FM
When?
Saturday, February 5,8 PM
Where?
Edgar's
Call 656-9723 with inquiries

Call 1-877-267-3765 ext. 1

Prime Rib

%ARors
DEN

Hwy 93. Across
from BiLo
654-RSBS

CLEMSON UNIV.—MAY GRADUATES
IT IS TIME TO ORDER YOUR CAP & GOWN & GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
\
!

JAN. 31, FEB. 1, 2, & 3 (MON-THURS.) 10:00 TO 5:00
oowmtow,,,

0/

SBS

» f#7o c©***

STUDENT BOOKSTORE—SLOAN ST DOWNTOWN ON THE
CORNER

<Oowntoiv/>

FREE !!! SOUVENIR TIGER TASSEL

SBS

th

* cot**"0

SAVE $40.00 OVER HENDRIX CENTER PRICES-the exact same package
HENDRIX CENTER BASIC GRAD PAC SI 16.92
NO SOUVENIR TIGER TASSEL
NO RETURN ADDRESS LABELS
PLUS SHIPPING $9.95

STUDENT BOOKSTORE BASIC GRAD PAC $94.25
FREE SOUVENIR TIGER TASSEL
RETURN ADDRESS LABELS INCLUDED
SHIPPING $7.50

ORDER ANYTIME. NO SPECIAL CHARGES BEFORE OR AFTER GRAD FAIR.
ORDER ONLINE : WWW.MYGRADUATIONSUPPLIES.COM
PHONE ORDERS 1-888-241-4723
OFFICIALLY LICENSED BY COLLEGIATE LICENSING COMPANY
WEEKLY
BARKERiStll...

"Every inch of Clemson University's land is planned for use...I understand the precious use of this land. " Thursday. January 27, 2005
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CAROLINE STONE

Editor-in-Chief
In 1955 Clemson University
underwent one of the most significant changes in its history; the
school moved from its all-male,
military origins and transitioned into a
co-educational, civilian institution.
The five years prior to this change
at the University allowed women to
complete graduate study beginning in
1950 and allowed to study education
beginning in 1953.
Many changes came with this transition, including the eventual end of mandatory R.O.T.C. training. According to
Wright Bryan's "An Informal History
of the University," some mourned for
the "good old days" of "barracks and
its shared hardships."
But, Wright also said in his book,
Clemson would most likely have not
become as successful a university
without these changes and without the
addition of female students.
"Many boys have started taking a
bath once a week whether or not they
need to simply because there is a coed in class," a male student observed

in a 1955 Tiger
column.
Today, most students
would be hard-pressed
to imagine a Clemson
University without women.
Since 1955 the University has
fostered an increasingly supportive
environment for female students.
In 1957, Margaret Marie Snyder
became the first woman to graduate
from the University. And, in the fall
of 1963, women began to occupy oncampus housing; their first residence
hall was Mauldin, now an all-male
dormitory. Barnett Hall was the second
residence hall devoted to women.
Women had to abide by a strict
dress code in their early years at the
University. According to a historical
display currently in the Cooper Library,
the dress code in 1963 included a provision for eight "appropriate" times
to wear slacks, "Bermuda shorts" or
"pedal pushers." The dress code did
not allow women to wear shorts or
pants to class.
Additionally, women were not
allowed to go barefoot in public parts
of the dorm. The University began to

ease restrictions
on women's dress
by the early 1970s and
eventually abolished the
dress code.
Women students also had
curfews when living on campus. The times for curfews varied
depending on year in school and day of
the week, but none of the curfews were
later than 1 a.m., a time reserved for
juniors and seniors on the weekends.
The first black women to graduate from Clemson were LaVerne
Williams, Dorothy M. Ashford and
Delores Kimes, who all arrived at the
University in 1965.
According to a historical display in
the Strom Thurmond Institute, from
women's arrival at Clemson through
the 1970s, they majored mostly in
what were considered "female" programs including English, education,
psychology and nursing.
In 2004, 7,726 women, comprising 45 percent of total students, were
enrolled at the University, according to
Clemson's digital fact book.
Clemson currently has seven
NCAA women's sports teams, and

in the past 16 years, the Lady Tigers
basketball team has been to 14 NCAA
Tournaments, including four NCAA
Sweet 16s and the Elite Eight, according to Clemson's athletic website.
Additionally, the women's soccer
team advanced to the ACC Tournament
finals and made its ninth consecutive
appearance in the NCAA tournament.
The women's program has advanced
to the NCAA tournament in every year
of its existence.
At Clemson, women study and excel
in an almost equal number of subject
areas as Clemson men. Both women
and men can even obtain minors in
Women's Studies.
Throughout the months of February
and March, Clemson will be celebrating 50 years of co-education
and the contributions of women to
the Clemson experience. In addition
to attending speakers and discussions,
students will be able to view displays
of women's artwork at the Lee Hall
Gallery and historical displays at
the Cooper Library and the Strom
Thurmond Institute.

Photos courtesy of Special Collections Unit of the
Clemson University Library
Displays photographed by Dan Lowrey
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^^elcome to Hart's
Two miles from
campus and a
world apart.

Hart's Cove

With 1,600 feet of
private shoreline, boat
slips, sand volleyball
courts, pool, fitness

Located on the shores of

center, and outdoor patio

Lake Hartwell and

with fireplace, Hart's

secluded by miles of

Cove is truly a world

hardwood forest, lies

apart. And yet, it is just

Clemson's only lakefront

two miles from campus.

student living. Hart's

From the solitude of its

Cove is a private gated

setting to the warmth of

community of spacious

its residents, Hart's Cove

two-, three-, and four-

provides an opportunity

suite condominiums.

like no other.

Each suite features it own
private bath and highspeed internet access.

Comfort • Security
Seclusion
v 2-, 3-, & 4-suite condominiums
v Private baths
v High speed internet
v Secure gated entrance
v Enhanced sprinkler protection
v Lighted common areas
v 1,600 feet of private lakefront
v On-site management
v Pool, fitness center, outdoor

For more information

patio/fireplace

on leasing a suite at Hart's Cove, contact
Advantage Property Management at

864-654-3333

Hart's Cove
5^
&zj#e
Tending aliftroval from the U.S. Array CoTfts of Engineers
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Union relinquishes Loggia
said. "It was not financially feasible for
us to continue as managers."
The Union, the cafe's previous manager along with Clemson's food science department, recently sought out
a deal with Aramark to transfer control
of the shop's operations, Kern said.
The two sides reached an agreement
at the beginning of last week, and the
shop closed after business hours last
Friday so that Aramark could move in.
Kern said that Aramark would
likely be able to turn these businesses
around.
"Aramark has a lot more experience
with these things," he said.
When it made the deal, the Union
suggested that Loggia Latte continue
to sell Clemson-brewed coffees like
the Stumphouse Mountain blend and
Big Daddy Joe Espresso, Kern said.
"They're worried about clientele coming back. We told them that (Clemson

Popular coffee shop reopens
under new Aramark
management.

The following are arrests that were made by
the Clemson University police department from
Wednesday, January 28 to Wednesday, February 2.
January 27
2:17 a.m., Edwin Pilcher, public disorderly conduct: drunk, Hwy.
93, officer: Lyle
2:30 a.m., Shaun Burton, DUI, Hwy. 93, officer: Lyle
January 28
1:00 a.m., Clifton Galloway, DUI, simple possession of marijuana,
driving under suspended license, Williamson Rd., SCHP

ADAM THOMPSON
Assistant News Editor
University contractor Aramark
increased its stake in Clemson's dining
choices yesterday when it reopened
Loggia Latte as the shop's new manager.
Only five days after the University
Union closed down Loggia Latte,
Aramark reopened the popular coffee
shop at 7:30 p.m. yesterday under the
same business name.
Kary Kem, director of operations
for the Union, said the management
switch was done primarily for business
purposes.
"(Loggia Latte) was basically a
break-even operation over here," Kern

coffee) was one of the things we
wanted"
Todd Littrell, Aramark's director
of food services at Clemson, said
Wednesday that the company would
"keep the status quo" when it took
over control, which includes selling
the Clemson coffee.
Littrell said that at the beginning,
Aramark will keep Loggia Latte's old
menu and then add items like sushi
and pastries, which are also sold at the
Aramark-managed Java City, located
in the library.
Aramark will also keep all of Loggia
Latte's previous employees when it
takes over, Littrell said. The next few
weeks will be an evaluation period for
the shop, with Aramark settling into the
spot and setting up a suggestion box in
order to get input from students about
what they want.
"Students are going to drive what's

Hendrix hosts apartment fair

1:08 a.m., Crystal White, DUI, simple possession of marijuana,
SCHP
1:22 a.m., Jon Croft, DUI, Hwy. 93, SCHP
2:52 a.m.;Kierari Kennedy; public disorderly conduct: drunk, Hwy.
93, officer: Lyle
3:06 a.m., Ryan McDanial, DUI, Hwy. 93, SCHP
11:39 p.m., Matthew Bolt, DUI, Hwy. 93, SCHP
January 29
2:00 a.m., Joshua Umbarger, DUI, Hwy. 93, officer: Lyle
2:30 a.m., Eric Patlovich, Brett Ledford, public disorderly conduct:
drunk, Hwy, 93, officer: Lyle
2:31 a.m., Travis Starrer, public disorderly conduct: drunk, R-l,
officer: McGill
3:38 a.m., Daniel Schavez, DUI, Hwy. 93, SCHP

The Hendrix Center ballroom was recently filled with representatives from area apartment complexes, hoping to lure
in future residents with tokens of Frisbees, t-shirts, koozies, balloons and flyers.
The off-campus housing fair took place last Friday. Student Government Housing Chair Mandy McCaslan says that
it's-beeain-careful planBing-siaceOctQber, but she is confident that the final product was worth it.
"It's a slow and steady process," McCaslan said.
She sent letters and made phone calls to all area property owners, and approximately 25 came on Friday to showcase
their housing to students.
McCaslan just hopes that the fair accomplished its purpose. "I hope that some people found places to live," she said.
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The following calls were among
those that the Clemson University
fire department responded to from
Wednesday, January 28 to Wednesday,
February 2.
January 27
10:20 a.m.^fire alarm, Martin Inn, CUFD
6:49 p.m., fire alarm, Clemson House, CUFD

!rime Report
The following calls were among those that
' Clemson University police responded to from
Wednesday, January 28 to Wednesday, February 2.
January 27
9:12 a.m., damage to vehicle, Clemson House, officer: Young
January 29
3:38 a.m., minor in possession: open container, Hwy. 93, SCHP
January 31
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He also apologized immediately for
any "mis-impressions" that the ULI
plan conveyed. In their report, the
ULI concluded that Clemson needed
a comprehensive land use plan — one
that must be well publicized.
Barker was asked at the meeting if
any other groups besides the ULI had
contributed a plan.
"Not yet, but I think that's an
important factor," Barker said. "They
represent the best of the development
community."
Clemson residents questioned how
the study was funded and why the
panel contained several architects
but no forestry specialists or teachers.
Barker answered that a private donation was given and that ULI consists
mainly of people in the development
business.
He continued to emphasize that
Clemson was not considering any
proposals "for anyJ[andjwe_owTL'' not
even the ULI proposal. Barker said
that was the whole point of the meeting — to gauge people's reactions to
the possible development of the land.
Sophomore Jake Salter attended the
meeting expecting that the land was

10:54 p.m., larceny, Lightsey Bridge, officer: Hughes
February 1

RESEARCH

7:02 p.m., suspicious person, Hendrix Center, officer: Henrikson

duce a high or an increase in appetite.
At the time of 133's creation, the
CB2 receptor had been discovered, but
the potential for a molecular compound
like this one was unknown.
To date, Huffman and his associates
have made 375 of these "THC-like"
compounds starting from simple
chemicals. Several of the compounds
are currently being looked at by the
U.S. Patent Office. The compounds
could prove very useful for their ability to bond with CB2s, because skin
cancer and Glioma, a very deadly type
of brain tumor, also make these receptors. Huffman explained that once J 33.'
was published, it became impossible to

Off!■lOPI*
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^f 1 arrest
5

These are the running tallies
of each officer's arrests since
5 arrests January 18, 2005.

Durham "^

McGill

***

Gowan

Lyle

****

"jf

Hughes irit
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going to be sold and that Barker was
going to try to defend the sale.
"In the first five minutes, Barker
said we weren't selling any of the forest, but that didn't stop people from
getting up and giving their pre-organized rants on why Clemson should
keep the forest," Salter said.
Douglas Ritchie, a resident of Six
Mile, attended the meeting with similar expectations.
"Selling land starts you down a
slippery slope," Ritchie said. "When
do you stop? The amount of money
gained from this sale is insignificant
when compared with this University's
budget over the next 20 years."
Most people shared these expectations, as evidenced by the two-and-ahalf hours that ensued in which many
audience members expressed their
opinions. Of those who spoke up,
only two said they were not opposed
to_Hpvf»1r>nmpnt- in hnth !M~o--.-*!•,■'"•

members of the audience shouted
them down. Some people read quotes
from book passages, others read prepared statements. Most expressed that
they were opposed to land development and claimed unique connections

FROM PAGE

to the land in question.
Barker proposed eight "guiding
principles" to dictate the University's
land-use choices. These eight guidelines were included in a handout at
the meeting.
Principle number four states:
"Clemson University will establish
an Advisory Committee for Land
Use lands with campus-wide representation (and multi-year terms) and
representatives from the surrounding
communities. The Committee will
review management policies and
all proposals for sale, development,
exchange and lease of Clemson Land
Use properties and make recommendations to the President."
Barker said that representatives will
consist of faculty and students from
Clemson University, as well as members of the surrounding community.
During the question and answer
session, a Clemson student asked a
question on the mind of many students: If the property were developed,
would tuition be affected?
"We are not going to solve the
financial crisis with this effort,"
responded Barker.

A1

patent, and without a patent no drug
company will touch it.
"Since it's not patented, probably
no one will ever use it," Huffman
said, explaining that drug companies
will not likely back a drug unless they
have exclusive rights to it. A company
would have to fund millions of dollars
worth of testing before the drug ever
got approved by the Food and Drug
Administration and made it to the market. Without a patent, cheaper brands
could start coming out as soon as the
drug was approved. So the company
that actually backed the drug from the
beginning comes.out a loser.,
Now ,that Huffman's prototype

has been tainted, his problem lies in
convincing the U.S. Patent Office that
some of his similar compounds have
enough novelty not to be deemed a
"logical extension" of JWH-133. The
tragedy is that 133 was the best. But
Huffman and many others around the
country are now trying to create a better compound.
Some of Huffman's collaborators are
currently negotiating with an overseas
pharmaceutical company concerning
Huffman's compounds that are already
being looked at by the Patent Office.
If any of the compounds are patented, this company, will likely get the,
rights to them.
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TIGERWANTS
lassifications
100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

m

Office Telephone Hou

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Greek Life
700 Lost & Found
800Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

HELPWANTED

Local Cleaning Business
looking for part-time help.
Hours to be worked vary.
Must have references. Call
419-0532 for details.
FUN IN THE SUN!
Lifeguards wanted in North
Myrtle Beach, "will train,"
no experience. Apply
ww w.nsbslifeguards. com

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, SC 29634

Daniel Square- Townhouse
& domain name for sale.
Possession negotiable.
www.DanielSquare.com
http://
www.DanielSquare.com
III

F0RRENT

House in Clemson. 2
bedrooms, 1 bathroom.
Screened porch. $550/
month. 653-3512

ON-Campus Representative positions Available
CampusFundraiser is seeking out-going students for
on-campus representative
spokesperson positions.
$15 to $25 per hour plus
bonuses. Call CampusFundraiser,
(866) 476-8701 to apply,
or visit http://
www.campusfundraiser.
com

3 bedroom/ 1 bath aptmt. for
rent. Creekside in Clemson.
call 973-3324

Part-time help wanted.
Light house-work in
Clemson.
Call 864-761-6690

Looking for female roommate. Non smoker/drinker.
House located 5 minutes
from Clemson campus.
$350/month, utilities included. Shared kitchen, washer/
dryer & storage. Furnished.
Call 864-653-4301

200

FOR SALE

For Sale. Townhouse
in Sunset Ct. $119,900.
1250 sq.ft. 2 story, 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath. New paint
and flooring. All appliances included. Balcony
with wooded and water
view. Partially furnished.
Please contact Steve Hollosi at (321) 388-7109 or
Shollosi @ dagmail .com

Freedom Ridge Apartments
1 mile to campus, 4 or 5
bedroom 2 bath house, w/
fireplace and large kitchen,
w/d, for $975. Also, 2
bedroom 2 bath apartment,
w/d, for $500. More units
available in May. Call to
reserve. 864-787-9328 for
more informtion.

House for rent in Central.
3 bedroom, 2 bath, brickhouse. Large rooms.
$650/month.
Call (864) 224-5648.
Ross Bryant
Central 2 BR, 2 B A Private
half-acre lot, natural gas,
central air, gas logs.
639-7725

ace a classifie
By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By Email: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

3 p.m. Tuesday
Payment Methods

25 cents/word

Other:

50 cents/word

Cash, Check

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
House in Clemson. 3
bedrooms, 1 bathroom.
Screened porch. $825/
month. 653-3512
House in Clemson. 4 Bedrooms 2 bathrooms. $980/
month. 653-3512
Lake House on Hartwell
with dock for rent.
Beautifully furnished, close
to Clemson. Perfect for
4-6 roommates. Lease for
12 month/9 month/OR
monthly in the summer.
No pets/no smoking.
Owner/agent 404-579-0961
Country House for College
Students. Private Area.
4 BR/ 3 BA, 2 fireplaces,
mostly furnished, W/D,
$1200/month, utilities not
included. Yard is maintained. No pets.
Call 864-304-2925
Great Deal! 5 bedroom
house near Clemson University. Great for students.
$1,000 per month. Call 9334331 or 864-224-1079
LIVE ON THE LAKE
2 girls seeking 3 non-smoking male or female roommates to share lake house.
Amenities: private bedroom, high speed wireless
internet, satellite t.v., FULLY furnished home including all major appliances,
and utilities included. Pay
only one bill of $425 per
month. (864)723-4035.

Mill

MISC

New Poetry Anthology!
Collective Works of the

SWEET TEA POETRY
CIRCLE
(Meredith Aaronson, editor)
www.sweetteapoetrycircle
.com
HUGE YARD SALE!
When: Saturday, 2/5/05
Where: 1st Baptist Church,
College Ave.
Why: To raise money for
the American Cancer Society Sponsored by Clemson
Women's Rugby
Add a conversation starter
to your resume! Learn to
work as a Whitewater Raft
guide with the people who
built the business- Nantahala Outdoor Center! 5
days rafting instruction, 2
scenic southeastern rivers,
1 heck-of-an-experience.
This could be the chance
you've been waiting for!
Call 800-232-7238, visit
www.noc.com
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
OUTSTANDING WOMEN
AWARDS & THE THEA MCCRARY STUDENT AWARD
The President's Commission
on the Status of Women is now
accepting nominations for the
Outstanding Women Awards
& the Thea McCrary Student
Award for outstanding Service.
Possible nominees include
outstanding undergraduate and
graduate students, staff, faculty and other members of the
Clemson community. Complete
info on eligibility and nomination

procedures can be found on the
Women's Commission website:
http://virtual.clemson.edu/groups/
womenscommission. Complete
nomination packets must be submitted to the Women's Commission office (603 Strode Tower) no
later than 4:30 PM on Monday,
February 14,2005
Any questions may be directed to
Amber Cook at ac@clemson.edu
or 656-1532.

TRAVEL
Spring Break 2005. Travel
with STS, America's No.l
Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida, now
hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www. ststravel. com
Spring Break 2005
Get out of the snow...
Into the sand...
Only 6 weeks leftLowest Prices
Biggest Parties
Earn 2 Free Trips
Exclusive with
Sun Splash Tours
www. sunsplashtours .com
1-800-426-7710

CAFE

CAMPUS

FROM PAGE A1
"Clemson looks forward to the
ic program further emphasizes handson construction combined with pro- contribution of ideas from archifessional skills and strives to advance tects everywhere," said University
the notion that an architect should be President James Barker, a former dean
not only a maker, but also a scholar. of Clemson's College of Architecture,
The academic program describes in a previously released statement.
that the CAC studios are in a historic "This should be a meaningful and
marine hospital. In addition, the CAC important moment for the University
has a collaborative shop with the and for the city."
CAC has two studio tracks, which
American College of the Building
Arts in the nearby Old City Jail. This include urban design and design/build
studio includes extensive wood and approaches to studying architecture
through service learning. Courses
metal working equipment.
The CAC program is open to under- focus on professional skills, craft,
graduate architecture and landscape context and critical practice. Many
architecture students in their junior CAC students take internships with
and senior years, as well as to first- local architects, craftsmen, landscape
year graduate architecture students, architects and urban designers for
all of whom may spend up to one year credit hours and pay. CAC students
studying at the center. The faculty is also have the option of taking courses
run by a group of local practitioners: at the College of Charleston.
An overview of the program
architects, landscape architects, urban
describes that the Clemson University
designers and craftsmen.

Students:

School of Architecture along with the
CAC are part of a large, multi-disciplinary College of Architecture, Arts
and Humanities. Encompassing ten
departments, this diverse environment aims to provide fertile grounds
for creative and collaborative ventures for its undergraduate students
and professional masters programs.
This approach is made possible by
one of the School's major strengths:
three off-campus centers, each serving to further define the vision for
the School. These three centers,
in Charleston; Genoa, Italy; and
Barcelona, Spain, expose students to
a global perspective of territory and
society, as well as provide them with
a new understanding and appreciation
of cultures and practices outside the
University.
The Charleston center. is a major
part of Clemson University's presence

along coastal South Carolina. The
School's goal is to increase its current
70 percent participation to a full 100
percent to include every student.
Originating as a branch of engineering; Clemson's architecture program
remains today the only architecture
program in South Carolina. The
graduate program offers a specialized
option in Architecture and Health and
an MS research degree program, one
of only two in the country.
Freshman architecture major Will
Smith, complimented the Clemson
program.
"Learning architecture here at
Clemson is so many things," Smith
said. "It's like a roller coaster ride
full of emotional highs and lows
and all sorts of unforeseen twists and
rums. The faculty make the Clemson
program stronger than others because
they expect nothing but our best."

FROM PAGE A6
going in there," Litrell said. "We'll
see what happens this semester and
over the summer. Hopefully we'll
have something good in there by fall
of next year."
In the past, Loggia Latte has been
used as a place for food science
students to work and learn about running a small business.
All of the shop's profits went to
paying these employees and to the
Union.
With its most recent acquisitions, Aramark now manages every
on-campus dining facility, with
the exception of Edgar's bar in the
University Underground.
Aramark also gained control of
Due South Cafe in the deal with the
Union. Due South was the Union's
coffee and sandwich shop in the
Hendrix Center, but has been closed
since last year.
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Tigers get crucial win versus Terps
Clemson dominates
Maryland for second
conference victory.
ROY WELSH

Staff Writer
The Atlantic Coast Conference,
undoubtedly the toughest conference in NCAA men's basketball,
has not been kind to the Clemson
Tigers. The Tigers entered last
weekend with a 1-6 record in
conference play, and on Saturday,
Clemson lost to the N.C. State
Wolfpack by a score of 80-70.
The defeat was Clemson's fifth
in a row, and some fans would
wonder that afternoon whether the
frustration of losing was starting
to mount. But on Tuesday night,
the Tigers got a much-deserved,
and much-needed, conference win
when they defeated the No. 22
Maryland Terrapins by a convincing 88-73 score.
Saturday's game, played while
most Clemson fans were avoiding the icy roads, saw N.C. State
shoot 62.8 percent from the field,
which enabled the 'Pack to roll
to the relatively comfortable 8070 win. N.C. State's Engin Atsur
proved to be Clemson's Achilles
heel, going 8-13 from the field
and 5-8 from behind the arc.
Julius Hodge added 20 points for
the Wolfpack.
Sharrod Ford led Clemson in
the scoring department with 19
points, and freshman guard Cliff
Hammonds added 17 points, helping him to earn ACC Rookie-of-

the-Week honors for the third time
this season. N.C. State improved
to 13-7 and 3-4 in conference play
with the victory. The loss dropped
the Tigers to 10-10 and 1-7 in
ACC play.
On Tuesday evening, the Tigers
had their strongest performance
of the season, rolling to an 88-73
win over the Terrapins. Maryland
native Sharrod Ford led the Tigers
in scoring and rebounding, dropping 25 points and grabbing 10
boards against the Terrapins, a
performance that earned him his
third consecutive double-double.
In addition to this, Ford only needs
three points to earn 1,000 points
for his Clemson career. He would
be the 29th player in Clemson history to reach that mark.
It was a welcome reward
for Clemson, who has hustled
through their struggles all season
long. Clemson head coach Oliver
Purnell was clearly pleased for his
team. "We've been saying over
and over that we're getting better," Purnell said. "Now we have
something to show for it. You've
heard me say we're close ... well
this wasn't close tonight. This
was it. We've been getting better,
and it's nice to have something to
show for it."
But perhaps the most pleasant
story for Tiger fans was the play
of freshman forward Sam Perry.
Tiger fans have been excited
about the play of this year's freshman class, and in his first career
start for Clemson, Perry did not
disappoint, scoring 14 points.
He also played outstanding

SCHEDULE
FRIDAY 2/4

Women's Basketball vs.
North Carolina - Chapel Hill,
N.C. - 7 p.m.
Women's Tennis at ITA National Team Indoor - Madison, Wis. - All Day
Men's Track at Notre Dame
Invitational - South Bend, In.
-TBA
■ SHANNON/photo editor

UNDERNEATH: Senior forward Sharrod Ford scored 25 points to lead the
Tigers to a victory over 22nd ranked Maryland.
defense against Maryland's Nik a taste of success on the college
Caner-Medley, holding arguably hardwood. "It was just a matter of
the Terps' best player to 4-14 from time," the freshman said. "I stuck
the floor. Perry also provided some to my formula, played defense
highlight material with his follow- first and everything else took care
up dunk on a missed shot by Cliff of itself. The offense just came."
Hammonds midway through the
Freshman Cliff Hammonds
second half. The dunk brought added 10 points on the evening
Tiger fans to their feet and gave and dished out seven assists, yet
Clemson faithful a glimpse of another impressive outing for the
Perry's athletic ability.
SEE BBALL, PAGE B4
Perry was clearly happy to get

SATURDAY 2/5
Swimming & Diving vs.
Davidson - Clemson, S.C.
- 1 p.m.
Women's Tennis at ITA National Team Indoor - Madison, Wis. - All Day
Men's Track at Notre Dame
Invitational - South Bend, In.
-TBA

Bowden's seventh recruiting class
yields balanced, talented group

Women's Basketball vs.
Maryland - Clemson, S.C.
- 2 p.m.

Linebacker Antonio Clay
decommits from Oklahoma
to cap excellent class.

Men's Tennis vs. Charleston
Southern - Clemson, S.C.
- 6 p.m.

Rendrick Taylor

Josh Miller

James Davis

CHASE ELDRIDGE

Women's Tennis at ITA National Team Indoor - Madison, Wis. - All Day

Staff Writer
Head Coach Tommy Bowden
and his staff are licking their chops
after signing twenty five football
prospects on Wednesday, Feb. 2.,
and with good reason. This year's
class is arguably Bowden's finest in
his career at Clemson.
Linebacker Antonio Clay out of
Jeffersonville, Ga. was the only
surprise player to sign.
Clay had been verbally committed to Oklahoma for quite some
time and shocked many when he
inked with the Tigers.
Clay, a four-star rated prospect,
joins Josh Miller of Manning, SC
and Kavell Conner of Midlothian,
Va., as signees at the linebacker
position.
While every one of Bowden's
previous six classes has addressed
needs, this seventh class may be
his finest. The 2005 class is ranked
19th by Rivals.com and has an
average star rating of 3.08 stars.
The 2001 class, which was
ranked 11th nationally, was led by
Roscoe Crosby, Ben Hall, Tymere
Zimmerman and Airese Currie.
Zimmerman never played a down
at Clemson while Crosby had an
injury and drama-filled two years.
This year's class filled needs
with quality players and has signed
five offensive linemen and five
defensive linemen. No quarterbacks
were taken, as two were signed in
last year's recruiting campaign in
Tribble Reese and Cullen Harper.
A number of first year players
could see considerable playing
time, and a handful may even crack
the two-deep.

SUNDAY2/6

Men's Tennis vs. Dartmouth
- Clemson, S.C. - 12:30 p.m. i

SPORTS SHORTS

Photo courtesy of Clemson Sports ti

Looking to make an
immediate impact on the
offensive side of the ball is
physical Marlboro County
wide receiver Rendrick
Taylor.
Taylor, at 6'2" and 210
pounds is a four star recruit
according to Rivals.com. He
is a top five player in the
state or South Carolina and
a Shrine Bowl participant.
In addition to being a finalist for Mr. Football in South
Carolina, Taylor was named
the 19th best wide receiver
in the nation according to
CollegeFootballNews.com.
Taylor was also All-State
by the High School Sports
Report.
As a senior, Taylor caught
24 passes for 515 yards and
four touchdowns. Taylor
bench presses 335 pounds
and sports a 3.5 GPA.
He signed with Clemson
despite offers from South
Carolina, Florida State,
Georgia and Tennessee.

Manning High star Josh
Miller comes to the Tigers
as a linebacker.
Over his high school
career, Miller recorded 232
tackles.
He was named all-region
three times and all-state
twice.
He was named an AilAmerican and the 24th best
linebacker in the country
according to SuperPrep.
Miller was a Shrine Bowl
starter for the South Carolina
team.
He was ranked as the second best player in the state
of South Carolina by The
State newspaper and was
a four star recruit according to Rivals.com. Miller is
also the 17th best outside
linebacker in the country by
Rivals.
Miller
signed
with
Clemson over Florida State,
Maryland, South Carolina,
Virginia Tech and North
Carolina.

Ranked as the seventh best
running back in the nation
and forty-second best player
according to Rivals.com,
James Davis was not used
to sitting on the bench at
Douglas High School in
Atlanta, Ga.
He won't get used to it at
Clemson either.
In his high school career,
Davis amassed 7,339 yards
rushing and 80 touchdowns.
As a senior in high school,
Davis recorded 28 touchdowns and 2,389 yards on
350 carries.
He was named a member
of the AAAAA All-State
team by the Atlanta Journal
Constitution.
According
to
Tom
Lemming of ESPN.com,
Davis was the 17th best running back in the nation.
Davis stands at 6"0" and
weighs 207.
He chose Clemson. over
Alabama,' LSU, Georgia,
Florida and Tennessee.

• After only a half-season at the
helm, Los Angeles Lakers head
coach Rudy Tomjanovich resigned
on Wednesday. Tomjanovich, who
led the Lakers to a 24-19 record
to begin the season, cited deteriorating health as a reason for his
resignation. Phil Jackson has been
named as a possible replacement.
Jackson led the Lakers to three
NBA titles and left the team after
last season.
In Division III Basketball,
Guilford
(N.C.)
defeated
Randolph-Macon in overtime,
91-89. Trailing 89-88 with .6
seconds remaining in the contest,
Jordan Snipes grabbed a rebound
and launched a prayer from 92
feet away. The shot fell, giving his
team the two-point victory.
• Sammy Sosa moved from the
Chicago Cubs to the Baltimore
Orioles in a trade earlier this week.
The Cubs got second baseman
Jerry Hairston Jr. and two minor
leaguers in the trade.
• Next season, only three football
teams out of the 117 in Div. I-A
will have an African American as
a Head Coach. 43.5 percent of Div.
I-A players are African American.
The Black Coaches Association is
petitioning the NCAA to regulate
minority hiring practices.
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Conference battles heating up
as March Madness draws near
ACC, Big East races
important in determining
NCAA tournament seeds.
CARISSA DONGES

Staff Writer
As the 2004-2005 NCAA men's
basketball season inches closer to
March Madness, we start to see
the predictable and unpredictable leading teams emerge in the
winner's circle.
Every year there are the inevitable school dynasties that always
find a way to make it to the top of
the pack.
Holding down the top spot
for the ACC is the amazing, yet
unsurprising, Blue Devils with a
6-1 record in ACC play and a 16-1
overall record so far this season.
Duke had its first blow of the season with a loss at Maryland.
Maryland looked solid in the
beginning of the season being
ranked at the 12th spot before falling out of the top 25 a few weeks
ago.
The Terrapins looked like they
had lost their steam for a while,
losing three out of five games
before redeeming themselves last
week with wins against mighty
Duke and Georgia Tech.
However, the Terps were dominated last Tuesday by Clemsbn,
who were sitting at the bottom
of the conference at the time. The
Tigers scored a season high 88
points in their upset of Maryland.
North Carolina is definitely
biting at Duke's ankles as they
sit pretty at the top of the ACC
pack as well with a 6-1 conference
record and 17-2 overall record.
UNC will be a definite threat come
playoff time as they are looking
stronger than ever. • .-?£*•
But folks, this season is not

about the predictable or obvious
playoff picks; this season is all
about the underdogs!
The Boston College Eagles are
dominating the Big East with an
unstoppable force of 7-0 in conference play and a remarkable
18-0 overall.
The Eagles are certainly "soaring" through this season as they
are only one of two teams in the
entire Division I league that stands
with an undefeated record.
They recently jumped from
eighth in the rankings to fifth,
which is the highest ranking in
BC's school history.
The Eagles haven't seen this
kind of success since the legendary Bob Cousy was the coach in
1967 and once more in 1983 when
they reached No. 6 in the rankings.
Without a doubt, the city of Boston
has been ruling sports this year
and fans couldn't be happier.
The Villanova Wildcats are
another surprising addition to
the top 25. They certainly caught
the country's attention when they
handed third-ranked Kansas its
first loss of the season, as well as
embarrassing the Jayhawks with
the final score resulting in a 21ppint deficit.
Earlier in the season, the
Wildcats seemed to be keeping up
with the top teams but just barely
falling short of victory with a onepoint loss to BC and a two-point
loss to Georgetown.
But last week brought better
luck for the Wildcats as they beat
both Notre Dame and Rutgers.
Villanova carries a decent 12-4
overall record and is now sitting
at the tail end of the group at No.
24.
Illinois is the other unstoppable force in the division and is
ruling the Big 10 by maintaining
a perfect record of 7-0 in confer-

ence play and a breathtaking 21-0
overall.
A remarkable win at Wisconsin
and a home victory over
Minnesota kept the Illini unbeaten
and the fans at Assembly Hall
going crazy.
The Illini have been No. 1 in The
Associated Press' college basketball poll for the past nine weeks.
The Orange Krush certainly lived
up to its name as they "krushed"
Wisconsin's 38-game home court
win streak last Tuesday night.
Illinois coninued to stay undefeated with a win over then No. 15
ranked Michigan State.
As for the SEC, the Kentucky
Wildcats are at it again with a 16-2
overall record and a No. 6 seed.
Their recent win over Arkansas
in the final seconds was yet
another example of how tough this
team is this season and a possible
foreshadowing of who will be running the table in this league come
playoff time.
Possibly the biggest surprise of
the season is the demise of last
year's NCAA Champions, the
UConn Huskies.
UConn was supposed to be the
team to look up to this season but
as the record shows they haven't
been able to deliver in some big
games.
Their recent losses to Notre
Dame and Pittsburgh pushed them
out of the No. 16 spot and dropped
them all the way to the back of the
line at No. 23.
In order to stay alive, the
Huskies will have to get some big
wins this week against talented
Villanova and St.John's.
The NCAA is heating up as
this week is packed full of ranked
teams going head to head in order
to secure their spots in the top 25
and make their presence felt in the
upcoming March Madness.
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Welcome to the most over- domain manager Go-Daddy.com,
whelming, over-hyped but the commercials are driving
and over-exposed week- traffic to the companies' Web sites
end in American professional to check them out.
sports. It's Super Bowl XXXIX,
There always seem to be
and I wouldn't have it any other unusual stories surrounding the
way.
Super Bowl, and this year the
The Super Bowl is one of the hopes of construction workfew events where the excitement ers everywhere are coming to
surrounding the game often over- fruition. Jeff Thomason put his
shadows, or even outshines, the career as a construction worker
play on the field, and this year is on hold to play for the Eagles in
no exception. Between the $2.4 the Super Bowl, filling in for the
million commercials, the half-time injured tight end Chad Lewis. For
hoopla and the onslaught of media every couch potato who thinks he
surrounding Alltel Stadium in can play, Thomason is not your
Jacksonville, FL, it
average Joe — he
is easy to forget that
earned two Super
KEVIN M. Bowl rings with
there is a football
BARNES Green Bay when
game this weekend
Assistant Philadelphia Head
too.
Sports Editor Coach Andy Reid
Terrell Owens
was an assistant.
is at the center of
The 2004 Super
attention, begging
Bowl's most memoto answer the question on everybody's mind: "How's rable moment was Janet's "wardthe ankle?" Owens, the humble, robe malfunction" during halftime,
camera-shy wide receiver for the but with grandpa Paul McCartney
Philadelphia Eagles responded headlining and Alicia Keys playwith the brash confidence that ing "America the Beautiful" with
has become his calling card: "If students from the Florida School
you don't believe in miracles, for the Deaf and Blind, there is
wait until Sunday." T.O., the phe- no threat of anything memorable
nomenal physical specimen who coming out of this performance. I
suffered a severe sprain, two torn think I'll pass.
I'm not going to pass on the
ligaments and a broken fibula on
Dec. 19, admitted he wasn't 100 excitement all together though.
percent: "I'm 81 percent healthy, For me, the best part of Super
but by Sunday I'll be 181 per- Bowl Sunday is the people. Call
cent." No matter what happens on some friends, make some great
the field, we can depend on Terrell food and have a ball with all that
football's biggest stage has to
Owens to be over the top.
The commercials certainly offer. Set up some prizes, get the
will not be over the top this year, best seat in the house, debate your
however. In the wake of last year's favorite commercials and check
controversy many major advertis- out T.O.'s Willis Reed impression.
ers have chosen family themes.
Fox has rejected a number of Kevin Barnes is a senior in sports
racy commercials this year from marketing. E-mail comments to
Anheuser-Busch and the Internet- sports@ TheTigerNews. com.

NEW APARTMENTS
*ad prices are per unit, not per person*

Heritage at Riverwood
1 and 2 Bedroom
Equipped Kitchens and Washer/Dryers
Pool Tennis Court Fitness Center
Other Locations Include:
Heritage Station (1 bedroom)
Westbank (2 bedrooms)
Wesley Street (2 bedrooms)
Vicksburg (1 bedroom)
Old Central road (1 bedroom)
Lindsay road (1 bedroom)
College Street (1 bedroom)
Heritage Pointe (1 & 2 bedrooms)
Heritage Hills (1 & 2 bedrooms)
Stoneridge (2 bedrooms)

B2

Burton Properties
www.clemsonapartments.com

Call 653-7717 All Locations
654-1130 Heritage at Riverwwood
653-5506 Heritage Hills
After Hour Numbers:
710-3363
647-2268
888-0200
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Tigers have good ACC titles, College World Series
showing at home trips highlight Wilhelm's career
Sophomore Shaw leads
men, whilefreshmen
perform well for women.
MIKE GILL

Staff Writer
The Clemson track teams hosted
the Heptahalon/Pentathalon over
the weekend at the Tiger indoor
track facility. The meet included
both the men's and women's Tiger
track teams as well as teams from
Alabama, Appalachian
State,
Auburn, Florida, Florida State,
Georgia Tech and Western Carolina.
Both Clemson teams competed
well, and each had stand out finishers among the overall competitors.
The heptathlon includes races in
the 60-meter hurdles and the 1000meter run, as well as pole vault, shot
put, long and high jump competitions. The combined scores based
on a points system in these events
decide the overall order of the runners. The style of competition is
very similar for the women.
On the men's side, sophomore
Kyle Shaw led the Tigers with a
total score of 4,683 points. That
total earned Shaw a sixth place
finish. The Tigers would have had
more men place if it had not been
for junior Brent Hobbs' unfortunate

injury after the first day. At the end
of that day Hobbs was in second
place overall with 2,927 points.
Auburn athlete Maurice Smith
finished first overall with 5,749
points followed by Alabama's Keith
Baker. The Tigers will compete
again next weekend at the two day
Notre Dame Invitational in South
Bend.
As far as the women's pentathlon
went, Clemson freshmen Courtney
Allston and Jessica Earp finished
eighth and ninth respectively in the
15 athlete field. Allston's best finish
in the pentathlon came in the high
jump where she recorded a fourth
place finish. Earp's best finish of
that day came in the 800-meter run
where she earned a sixth place finish.
Gardner-Webb's Tara Stephenson
finished the overall competition first,
101 points ahead of Denna Lane
from Florida State. Stephenson's
score of 3,661 was just 15 points
from tying the facility record set
by Clemson's Lauren Nicholson in
2004. The Tiger women will next
be in action on the weekend of Feb.
11. The team will see action in two
different meets that weekend as part
of the team will participate in the
Arkansas Invitational on Friday and
Saturday and another will take part
in hosting the Tiger Invitational on
that Saturday.

Former Tiger baseball
coach collected more than
1,100 wins.
DANIEL BLACKMON

Staff Writer
Many fans, students and faculty would be quick to tell you that
Clemson University is a football
school. The football program does
possess one of the largest on-campus stadiums in the country and a
national championship, but the claim
that it is a baseball school is certainly
a worthwhile claim.
One of the men who laid the foundation for one of the nation's most
successful collegiate baseball programs is former coach Bill Wilhelm.
From 1958 until 1993 he served as
the head coach of the Tigers. During
those 36 years, Wilhelm amassed
1,161 wins and only 536 losses.
He is currently the 18th winningest
coach in collegiate baseball history
and never had a losing season. He
posted 50 or more wins in a season
five times, sent 17 teams to the
NCAA Tournament, six of which
made it to the College World Series.
He also collected 11 Atlantic Coast
Conference championships, seven
ACC tournament championships and
finished the season ranked among the

Sponsored by the Union

nation's top-25 teams 16 times.
Wilhelm played college baseball
at North Carolina State for two years
before spending one year with the St.
Louis Cardinals in 1950. After spending time in the military and another
two years in professional baseball, he
finished his undergraduate degree at
Catawba College in Salisbury, N.C.
in 1957. He then earned his master's
degree from the University of North
Carolina in 1958, his first year as
head coach at Clemson.
Wilhelm started and ended his
career with the Tigers. The first
game he coached was a 7-5 victory
over Michigan State on March 22,
1958. He achieved great success
throughout his illustrious career but
had some of his best years toward the
end. His final team in 1993 won the
ACC tournament championship and
earned a No. 2 seed in the NCAA
Mideast Regional Knoxville, Term.
This extended a streak of Clemson
being seeded No. 1 or No. 2 for six
consecutive years. That team, which
won 45 games, set a school record
by winning 13 of those against top25 teams.
The 1991 Clemson Tiger baseball team also rewrote many school
record books. The 1991 team, with
the best record in the nation at 60-10,
won both the ACC regular season
championship and conference tournament and went to the College World
Series. The 60 wins broke the previous record for wins in a single season
by an ACC school of 54, which the
Tigers set in the 1987 and 1988 seasons. Clemson finished the season
ranked No. 4 in the final Baseball
America poll. Wilhelm earned ACC
Coach-of-the-Year honors as well
as the District III Diamond Baseball
Coach-of-the-Year in 1991.

Wilhelm's teams went to the
NCAA Tournament in each of his
final seven seasons. During that
period, they averaged nearly 51 wins
per season and boasted an overall
record of 356-115-1.
His tenure as coach is a primary
reason Clemson has been a perennial
juggernaut in the ACC, as evidenced
by their league-best 13 conference
titles. He had a 450-188-1 record
against conference opponents,
including ACC Tournament games
and games against conference
opponents that did not count toward
league standings. In simply regular
season play, he boasted a 70.6 winning percentage versus the ACC.
Amazingly, the Tigers either won the
ACC regular-season or tournament
championship every season from
1973-1982.
Wilhelm won his 100th game only
two years after his first victory on
April 2, 1960 in a 10-0 victory over
the University of Georgia. Eight
years later, against the University of
South Carolina, he earned his 200th
win in a 6-5 decision. As a matter
of fact, Wilhelm's 200th, 800th and
1,100th victories all came against
the Gamecocks. His final win came
against Fresno State on May 29,
1993.
Wilhelm also coached many
future professionals, including 20
All-Americans and 88 All-ACC performers. The most notable of these is
probably Jimmy Key, who played on
two world championship teams with
the New York Yankees and Toronto
Blue Jays. Other notable players
who served under his tutelage were
Bill Spiers, who had a 13-year career
in the Major Leagues, and Tim Tuffle
who won a World Series championship with the New York Mets.

WINNING TRADITION: In his 36 years as Clemson head baseball coach, Bill
Wilhelm never suffered a losing season.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Monday,, February 14th
From 8am-6pm
at the Hendrix Student Center
(located in the foyet)

Did you know that
$
MASSAGE THERAPY is offered^
through jjke Recreation Center? $

Well, IT IS! I

ROSES
MYLAR BALLOONS
FLOWERS
PLUSH
CANDY
GREETING CARDS
And MORE.
. . . .
■
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Call today and set up a time
for your appointment!
• Great for relieving stress
or over-worked muscles!
• Makes a great gift for
Valentines Day or any
other occasion!
Bring in this ad to the Fike Recreation Center,
2nd Floor desk for $10.00 off your first hour
appointment. Call for appointment today,
656-6559 or 940-5762.Coupon Expires April 30,2005
.
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Tigers undefeated
after two matches
Clemson tennis team beats
Princeton to move to 2-0 on
the season.
RICH CACCIATO

Staff Writer
The Clemson men's tennis team
improved its record to 2-0 with
an impressive win over Princeton
this past Saturday at the Hoke A.
Sloan Tennis Center. Like its win
over Troy State, Clemson swept
the singles matches by winning all
six singles' points and lost the only
doubles'point for a 6-1 victory. The
match scheduled for the afternoon
against Erskine was cancelled due
to the weather.
Senior Ail-American Nathan
Thompson won at number one
singles with a win over Princeton's
Josh Burman in two sets, 6-3, 6-3.
Thompson, a Baltimore, Md., native,
was the 30th ranked singles player
in the country in the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association (ITA) poll heading into the season.
Other Clemson Tigers winning
singles matches were Clement Reix
(6-3, 6-3), Ryan Young (6-4, 7-5),
Clint Boling (6-4, 7-5), and Mike
Gee (6-2, 6-3). The only Clemson
Tiger to lose a set in singles play,
Brett Twente, fought back after
dropping the first set to Princeton's

Hans Plukas and earned a 2-6, 7-5,
6-2 three set victory. The Tigers
remain unbeaten in singles play on
the season with an impressive 12-0
record.
The only Tiger pair to come away
with a doubles victory was the
tandem of Brett Twente and Ryan
Young, winning their match 8-2.
Tiger pairs Thompson-Reix and Ian
Keeler-Boling fell to the Princeton
pairs, both with a 9-7 score. With the
victories, Princeton was awarded the
doubles point for the match.
Clemson returns two starters from
its 2004 team that finished with a
record of 26-12, was runner-up in
the ACC tournament and finished
its exciting and successful season
with a trip to the NCAA Final Eight.
So far, new starters Reix, Twente,
Boling and Gee have made sure the
Tigers stay on the winning track and
will be instrumental in the success
of the Tigers this season.
Clemson Head Coach Chuck
Kriese entered his 30th season as
a coach with a 591-368 all-time
record.
Kriese is only six wins from his
600th career victory. Kriese is the
sixth winningest active coach in
college tennis.
The Tigers will be in action
again on Sunday Feb. 6 when they
host Dartmouth at 12:30 p.m. and
Charleston Southern at 6 p.m.

flowers
and Gifts
Located on
Sloan Street
in Downtown
Clemson.

Unique Fresh
Arrangements
Roses
European Gardens
Gifts Galore!

Val£ntin£s %
fast approaehi

PLACE YO
ORDER EAREY!
864)654-3131

DDALL FROM PAGE Bl
rookie guard. Shawan Robinson
contributed 22 points for the
Tigers on 5 for 8 shooting from
three point range.
The Terrapins were led by
guard John Gilchrist, who scored
18 points and picked up seven
rebounds. Sterling Ledbetter
added 10 points for Maryland.
Maryland's performance on
Tuesday drew the ire of Terrapin

head coach Gary Williams, who
was clearly miffed at his team's
play. When members of the
media suggested that Maryland's
short amount of preparation time
may have contributed to their
struggles, Williams was quick to
disagree.
"Yeah, we had a quick turnaround," Williams said. "But
there's no excuse. It might have

PAGE

hurt our preparation a little, but it
shouldn't have affected our effort.
Clemson just played harder than
we did."
Maryland will face Miami on
Saturday in Coral Gables, Fla.
The Tigers will try to establish
some momentum in conference
play when they take on Georgia
Tech at Littlejohn Coliseum next
Tuesday night at 7 p.m.

BE A LEADER
AMONG LEADERS
Every Soldier in the U.S. Army learns how to become a
leader - AN ARMY OF ONE. With your bachelor's degree,
you can become an Army Officer and be a leader among
leaders. In Officer Candidate School (OCS), you'll learn
management and leadership techniques. Apply now.
Openings are limited.

> >

Call Sgt. Samuel Dowling at
864-654-3888 to find out about
college loan repayment and
more Army benefits. Or talk to a
Recruiter at the Clemson
Station, 1010 Tiger Blvd in
Clemson.
Monday thru Saturday,
8=00 until 7=00 p.m.
Or call toll free 877-267-9098

U.S.ARMY
goarmy.com ©2001. Paid for by the U.S. Army. All rights reserved.
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Why New England will win Why Philadelphia will win
KRISTEN MCKENNA
Staff Writer

When the New England Patriots and
the Philadelphia Eagles take the field this
Sunday in Super Bowl XXXIX, many
people will be staring at their television
screens thinking the same question: "By
just how many points will the Pats win this
game, anyways?"
While that question cannot be answered
at this very moment, the Patriots will run
into ALLTEL Stadium in Jacksonville, Fla.
on Sunday with a number of advantages
working in their favor that will bring them
a victory against the Eagles as well as their
third Super Bowl championship in four
years.
There is no doubt that the Eagles are a
talented and well-rounded football team;
they would never have made it to the Super
Bowl otherwise.
However, this is also a team who has not
been to the championship game in 24 years.
This will be the Patriots' third Super Bowl
appearance in just four years, having won
the trophy in 2004 and 2002. They have the
experience needed to perform in situations
under pressure, and are better equipped to
deal with outside distractions such as the
media buzz in Jacksonville so that they can
focus solely on the game.
Experience is also invaluable when it
comes in the form of an outstanding team
leader and quarterback, and for the Pats it's
Tom Brady.
Not only does he have an 8-0 record in
the post season, he is a two-time Super
Bowl MVP and knows how to get the job
done.
Eagles quarterback Donovan McNabb
does prove be to be tough match for the Pats
defense; but again, New England comes out
ahead due to Brady's experience in situations under pressure.
He has been here before and knows how
to prepare for the game and how to perform
during it. Lately there have been compari-

sons made about Brady and legendary QB
Joe Montana.
Viewers will see on Sunday that the similarities could ring true.
Like Montana, Brady is a clutch performer, and with running back Corey Dillon on
the field with him this year he can lead a
powerful New England offense straight into
the end zone.
Calling the shots from the sidelines for
the Patriots will be the powerhouse combination of Head Coach Bill Belichick, offensive coordinator Charlie Weis and defensive
coordinator Romeo Crennel.
Both Weis and Crennel have proven they
are at the top of their game and the best
coaching combination in the NFL simply
with their plans for next year: Weis has
accepted the position of Head Coach at
Notre Dame for next season and Crennel
will most likely be offered the Head Coach's
position for the Cleveland Browns.
Belichick has led the Pats to two Super
Bowl victories in three years, and with the
rest of his coaching staff by his side, is more
prepared than ever to do it again this year.
At the center of all the experience,
Super Bowl rings and MVP's, what will
really bring home another victory for New
England is team spirit.
It might be cliche, but the Patriots have
a team chemistry that is often talked about
but not often seen. They do not focus on
individual compliments and glory, instead
giving credit to each other and taking every
victory as a "team win."
With players such as Brady and Dillon
giving stellar performances during the 2004
season, the Patriots still maintain that every
effort is simply a team effort, and there are
no superstars. It is this mentality that will
push this New England team to win Super
Bowl XXXIX, backed up by the team's
experience and overall talent.
And that little issue of whether Terrell
Owens will play or not? No problem.
Either way, you can bet the Patriots will
have a game plan for him, too.

DANIEL TAYLOR

Staff Writer
It has been a long wait for the Eagles.
On Sunday their dream of playing in the
greatest game in the land will finally be
realized. For three straight years, they
have been criticized for choking in the NFC
championship game, and many expected
the same this year as they went the entire
playoffs without injured star WR Terrell
Owens. However, Philadelphia put their
prior history behind them—shutting down
the Atlanta Falcons 27-10 to earn their spot
in Super Bowl XXXIX, their first Super
Bowl appearance in over 20 years.
Throughout their playoff run the Eagles
have seemed to play with a chip on their
shoulder. This was steamed by the media,
who doubted that the Eagles could drive
this deep into the playoffs without Owens.
Because of this extra motivation provided
to the Eagle team, they would seem to stack
up well versus the Patriots on Sunday.
However, Owens has stated he will play
and this could be enough to tip the scales
in Philly's favor.
In addition to all the fame and glory that
comes with any Super Bowl, the Eagles
have a lot more to gain from a historical
perspective. It would be Philadelphia's first
ever Super Bowl win, in a city which has
long embraced their team and been starving for them reach the elite level. A victory would also make Donovan McNabb
only the second black quarterback to win
a Super Bowl. With all the excitement
of building a "dynasty" in New England,
an Eagle win would legitimize their own
reign as the league's most dominant team
after going to the NFC championship four
straight years and defeating the unbeatable
post-season Patriots.
No doubt the press on Sunday will focus
on the return of Owens. But the real show
will be a match-up of two great defenses.
Both the Pats and Eagles finished the regular season tied for second in the NFL in

scoring defense (16.3 ppg) and ninth and
tenth in yards allowed. Both defenses handled great offensives during the playoffs.
The key for the Eagles will be the advantage in their secondary which features
three Pro Bowlers in CB Lito Shepard, SS
Michael Lewis and Clemson's own Brian
Dawkins.
Teams average just at 200 yards passing per game against this stellar crew.
During the divisional playoff, they held
Duante Culpepper to just one TD, in a
season where he set the Viking's record
for TD passes in a season with 39. Their
next game they shut down the highest paid
player in the NFL, Michael Vick. He had
no TD passes, and his rushing total was less
than his yards lost on coverage sacks.
Although Philly has the advantage, the
Pats secondary is stout as well. The defensive mind of head coach Bill Belichick
is perhaps the most respected in football. Even without shutdown corner Ty
Law, New England again baffled Peyton
Manning. However, even the secondary
still remains humble when compared with
Philly's backfield.
Pats' safety Rodney Harrison, an 11year pro, mentioned on media day that he
wanted Brian Dawkins' autograph. When
writers laughed, he remarked that he was
serious.
With a chance for their third Super Bowl
win in four years largely due to the Patriots
defense, some believe that they are unbeatable. Offensively, the key for Philadelphia
will be converting in the red zone as other
teams have failed. Running the ball in
with Brian Westbrook will not be enough
against the Pats. The pressure will be on
McNabb. New England's point total will
be held down by a Dawkins-led defense.
With his favorite receiver back in the lineup and so much on the line for the Eagles,
McNabb should finish out drives and score.
Perhaps his greatest attribute for this game
is McNabb's immunity to the Manning
curse against the Patriots.

Brian Dawkins
FS - Philadelphia Eagles

6'0" 210 lbs.
• AII-ACC and 2nd team AllAmerica Senior year
• Strong Safety on
Clemson's All-Centenial
Team
• Three time Pro Bowl
Selection
• Named Hardest Hitter in
the NFL by Sporting News
PHOTOS COURTESY CLEMSON SPORTS INFORMATION

Keith Adams
LB - Philadelphia Eagles
5'11" 223 lbs.
• 2 time All-America
• Butkus and Bednarik
Awards Finalist
• Holds Clemson record
for tackles (27 vs. South
Carolina, 11/20/99), and
sacks (4 vs Duke, 11/9/99)
• ACC Defensive Player of
the Year, 1999

Jacksonville, Fla. will be the home of Super Bowl XXXIX.
Jacksonville is the smallest city to hold a Super Bowl with a population of 1,201,984. Only 14,000 hotel rooms are available downtown,
so the city has arranged for several cruise ships to dock in Jacksonville and offer accommodations for Super Bowl Sunday. In 1565, the
Spanish, led by Ponce de Leon, landed in the Jacksonville area searching for the Fountain of Youth. The NFL's SUPERFEST Celebration features water taxi rides along the St. Johns River where fans can stop at different attractions on the banks of the waterway. Taxi
drivers from Savannah, Ga., and Orlando, Fla., are driving in for the weekend to make up for the shortage of taxis in Jacksonville.
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[STAFF EDITORIAL]

ULI proposal benefits nearly everyone but students
Clemson is a place of tradition and slow,
gradual change, so the alarm expressed
at the recent proposal by the Urban Land
Institute (ULI) to develop lands around Lake
Hartwell came as no surprise.
In its quest to become a Top 20 Public
University and in the face of massive state
budget cuts, Clemson has been searching for
new ways to raise revenue. Clemson happens
to own about 31,000 acres of land in South
Carolina and has been looking at ways to turn
this asset into a revenue stream.
A 2002 land use study that was never formally adopted pointed to eight tracts of university-owned land that would make good development sites and serve as revenue streams. Just
last fall, the ULI presented a proposal to develop three of those sites - the Y beach area, the
Ravenel property and the Robinson property
- for commercial and residential real estate. All
three properties are West-Northwest of campus.
The ULI proposal, which also has not yet
been formally adopted, calls for the development of residential structures on each site. The
centerpiece of the proposal is the development
of a "Living Laboratory" called Stonegate
Village on the current Y beach property.
What makes this development a laboratory is
unclear, but it would certainly be for living. The
plans call for an "active adult community" with
125 residential units, up to 35 lake cottages and
a 50,000 square foot building complete with a
daycare center, medical center, general store,
fitness center, restaurant, retail and apartments
for married and graduate students. The other
two sites could get as many as 175 residential
units.
While this sounds like a potentially interesting development, we need to ask ourselves
what we must give up and what we as a uni-

versity will gain. To begin with, there is the
sale of university owned land. Much of the
land the university owns was purchased under
the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act which
allowed Clemson to cheaply buy dilapidated
farmland as long as it worked to restore and
maintain the land. The University may only sell
the land if it goes toward a public use and if the
revenue from the sale goes back into more land
stewardship.
So, the first question is, can the University
even legally sell the land to be developed? Does the Stonegate Village "Living
Laboratory" constitute a public use? The sum-

mary slide from the ULI's own presentation
states, "Opportunity for a 'living laboratory'
must be further explored and defined." It
sounds as though the developers want to build a
real estate development first, and want to make
it fit the law second.
Aside from this "living laboratory," which
will supposedly give our students an "incomparable education" and bring us "national attention and acclaim," the ULI's proposal seems
entirely devoid of any benefits to students. In
fact, the word "student" appears twice in the
ULI's entire 64 slide presentation; once in relation to student condos already built downtown

and once referring to the graduate and married
students who could live in Stonegate.
It appears as though the ULI considers everyone except the students as part of the Clemson
community. The presentation says that retirees,
second home buyers, staff, faculty and other
area residents will benefit from the development, but not students. The revenue flows are
difficult to trace at this point, but it doesn't even
appear as though students will benefit from
lower tuition, better facilities or better faculty
either. In short, aside from the nebulous laboratory and some new running trails, students will
not benefit at all from this new development.
Students will, however, get a new view from
across Lake Hartwell. Instead of the current
scene of people swimming and barbecuing on
the Y beach, they will see Clemson's version
of urban sprawl: over 150 residential buildings
and a 50,000 square foot community center.
The most alarming aspect of the ULI's proposal may not be the developments themselves,
but rather the precedent they set. This is no
mere slippery slope argument. One of the ULI's
recommendations is to place an experienced
real estate professional in charge of our land
use policy. This would signal a fundamental
change in our land use policy from conservation to development. Would Clemson be the
same if you came back in thirty years and there
was development for miles in every direction?
When making a decision like this, one must
look at who pays the costs and who gets the
benefits. It's clear that with the ULI's proposal,
the students will be paying the costs.
The opinions expressed in this editorial are written by
the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent
the individual view of any particular member.
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Is the ULI land use proposal goodfor Clemson?

Robert Moore

"The idea of developing
property on Lake Hartwell
isn't bad, but the limitations on who could live
there are unnecessarily
exclusive"

packaging science
sophomore

Alex Wieland

"The complex will be
something nice to give
to the professors and
alumni."

"The plus side is having
affordable housing for professors, but the downside
is clearing out the land.
It's a tough call"

mechanical engineering
freshman

"The area is great as it
is for biking, hiking and
other outdor activities.
Building over it would
not be fair to clemson
students."

Ben Thomas

biological sciences
freshman

"Building the complex
would take away from
Clemson's natural beauty
an adversely affect the local wildlife."

Nikki Harris

communications studies
junior

"I see the purpose for the
complex, but its simply
taking our natural habitat
for granted. Europe has
diminished in natural
beauty — soon it will be
us."

Scott Barnicle

psychology
sophomore

....

Beth Monaghan

early childhood education
sophomore

Try a little traveling music
I decided to be one of those people
who walk to class with headphones
on, and I gotta say it was not that
great. The epiphany came the next day
when I plugged them into my new mp3
player and it made all the difference.
Stick with me, and I can promise that
the rest of the jokes in this column
will be on par with that
gem.
Seriously though,
it's like these things
started coming in boxes
of cereal. Whatever
happened to the good
old days when it was
a crappy Rugrats toy?
Since the portable
music collection does not appear to
be going anywhere, it's high time
someone examined this phenomenon,
all the ups, downs and what-haveyous, and seeing as I already wrote the
opening paragraph, I think it should
be me.
What makes this practice so great is
that, if you're anything like me, you
want a soundtrack to your life. Have
you ever watched a deleted scene on
a DVD and there was no music? It's
dull, just like us when we're walking
to class. But if I've got "Lust for Life"
playing, then I'm that much cooler.
I'm also trying to perfect that move
where you squint like James Dean as
you survey the area; that oughta make
me BMOC.
The point is, there's some good
walking music out there that can really spice up your travels. If Napoleon
Dynamite can look awesome walking
down the street in a burgundy suit,
then so can you. There's a fine line,
though, as dancing down the sidewalk
with "Jitterbug" blaring is not cool,
unless it's to make fun of male models, in which case it's funny. There are
a lot of rules.
One of my favorite things to do is
to try to match the rhythm with someone else's footsteps. Try it sometime,
it's mesmerizing. The only problem
is, you people don't always cooperate and I have to fight the urge to yell
"Speed up!" at random strangers. I

figure once this column comes out,
it shouldn't really be a problem
anymore.
Another thing to watch for is lipsynching, or worse, singing along.
The music sounds fine without me
on backup, but it's hard resisting.
A buddy of mine got caught in
class one time, and
I can think of few
things more shameful than belting out
"Jungle Love" for
everyone in class to
hear.
The principle is
the same as when
you are in the car. If
you say you don't tell yourself how
awesome you sound while tearing
down Hwy. 76 then you, my friend,
are full of it.
I also recommend making your
playlist ahead of time. There's
nothing worse than hitting random
and listening to horrible techno
you didn't even know you had and
the gloves you're wearing are too
thick to hit the buttons and you're
running late for the eight o'clock
physics class your roommate talked
you into. Don't you just hate that?
It's nice to coordinate the playlist to your mood, like if you want
to gear up for that intramural game
later, or if that girl you met turned
out to be a tranny. Variety is a spice
of life. I hope your life never gets
quite that spicy, but it doesn't hurt
to be prepared.
This is by no means a comprehensive guide to listening to
music in public; it's really all
about you. If you've got enough
soul, go for it. I would love to see
people breaking the "no singing/no
dancing" rule. My dream is that
someday I'll see spontaneous song
and dance on the library bridge. It
probably won't happen, but a man
can dream ... a man can dream.
Erek Majka is a sophomore in biological sciences. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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to the EDITOR
Ordinarily my roommates and I
enjoy reading the offbeat columns
of Timeout, but this past week
something caught us off guard. It
was the column written by Kells
Hildebrandt about cleaning out
her closet. She was refering to
the many receipts she had collected and was now totalling up.
She wrote, "I realized at the rate I
was spending money on clothes,
I would literally be the little old
woman who lived in her shoes."
This quote is very cute, but also
should be recognized that it is a
direct quote from Sex and the City.
It was in season 4 episode 16, and
the only reason we caught this was
because we own that season and it
is being played on TBS. We aren't
sure whether this is plagerism or
not and we don't want anyone to
get in trouble, but we think that
credit should be given to the writers of Sex and the City.
Jennifer Dawley
senior, management
Article took 'Ice Cream' writing
assignment out of context
As a current 103 Lab Assistant
I feel the author of this article has
taken something horribly out of
context.
I do agree with Hamilton Parks
that students at Clemson should
be able to write a descriptive
essay. Unfortunately in my experience they are certainly lacking
in this area. As GLA's we try to
make labs fun but still functional.
Hamilton Parks must not think that
there is a need to engage in fiin
activities at the college level.
I most recently had my lab
students write a page of detailed
instructions on how to assemble
an ice cream sundae. They were
instructed to write the instructions
assuming that the person they were
writing for had never made an ice
cream sundae before. I actually
brought in the ice cream and toppings and allowed them to work in
teams to create sundae's for each
other.
Hamilton, I am sad to say that
none of them wrote descriptive
enough statements to actually
assemble a sundae. They would
forget simple details such as opening the ice cream box, or picking
up the scooper.
I agree with you that students at
the college level should be better
writers, and in an ideal situation
we wouldn't have to engage them
in "elementary activities" (your
words exactly). However, that is
simply not the reality.
Hamilton Parks' comments
have made me realize that instead
of creating fun activities to teach
students, it may be better if I just
give them graded daily quizzes and
grammar assignments.
I think next week's assignment
will be to print out Hamilton's
article and see if my students can
correct his grammar, sentence
style, illogical flow of ideas, and
poor use of punctuation.
Carri Collins
graduate student
professional communication
Writer should heed his own
advice
I'm not sure what I find more
disturbing, that someone who
is close to graduating is writing
such a poorly constructed and
presented argument or that this
same someone is poised to teach
the young minds of tomorrow.
Regardless, perhaps this someone
would benefit from a course aimed
at "[t]raining in composing correct
and effective expository and argumentative essays..."
Liz Wright
graduate student
professional communication
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Do not criticize teaching methods without experience
As a teacher I find it hard to
believe that you have not learned
in any of your education classes
the very important skill of not
judging other teacher's lessons
outside of context. You wrote an
article that tried to belittle a colleague without first speaking to
that teacher to understand the purpose of the assignment and how it
relates to the beginning weeks of
English 103.
While you are student teaching,
your lessons will also be under
the microscope and when you find
yourself upset because an outsider
doesn't care for one of your lessons I hope you remember this
article and what you tried to do. In
addition, I hope your current education teachers at Clemson have
read this article and will school
you on the importance of being a
professional teacher.
Finally, Mr. Parks, as teachers
we should be working together
toward the common goal of being
excellent educators. You are without experience and have not earned
the right to comment on anyone's
abilities. My hope for you is that
you take your student teaching
experience seriously. Please, take
a step back and allow yourself to
learn from your peers.
Kimberly Hallstrom
graduate student, english
Tiger fans should take advantage
of great games while they can
Tonight (Tuesday) the Tigers
Basketball team stepped up
and defeated the University of
Maryland, ranked 22nd in the
nation. I watched from 600
miles away in the heart of Terp
Terriorty. Our Tigers stepped up,
but our fans did not. Next game,
win or lose, instead of Tigertown,
TD's, Explorer's, Esso, or the
dorm, how about showing up at
Littlejohn? Believe me, when you
have been gone for 30 years you
will miss those games.
Thank you Tigers... you
see, at my firm, we have four
partners...three from Maryland and
one lonely Tiger...Do you think
I'm wearing orange tomorrow
(Wednesday)? You can be sure of
it. Go Tigers!
Frank Waesche ^72
Terp by Birth; Tiger by Choice
Baltimore, Maryland
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 400 words.
They must include the
author's name, hometown
and phone number (or e-mail
address). All letters will be
checked for authenticity and
may be edited for clarity
and grammar. THE TIGER
reserves the right to print or
edit all submissions. Send
letters to our U.S. Mail
address or e-mail them to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
Let your voice be heard!

In addition to letters to
the editor, there are two
more ways to be heard in
the THE TIGER. Guest
columns of either 600 or
800 words may be submitted
and 400 word responses
can be written for either the
"Yes" or "No" sides of the
Point Counterpoint. Next
week's Point Counterpoint
will be: "Should the
media be covering the
Michael Jackson trial? "
Submissions will be checked
for authenticity and may
be edited for clarity and
grammar. THE TIGER
reserves the right to print or
edit all submissions. Send
letters to our U.S. Mail
address or e-mail them to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.

Snowbound weekend provides time
to reflect on careers and cooking
I apologize in advance if this
column sucks... I spent the
weekend encased in ice and
am still waiting for the feeling to
return to my nether regions.
Giving back to the community... Last weekend's ice storm
left me stuck in
Atlanta for much
of the day on
Saturday.
During that
time, I sat and
reflected on the
relative warmth
and safety of
my surroundings. I saw on TV the difficulty
other cars were having on the
icy roads. I listened intently as
news anchors advised viewers to
remain in their homes.
So naturally, when it was
finally possible for me to leave,
I did what any thoughtful, philanthropic person would do — I
went to Goodwill and turned
donuts in their parking lot.
But no storm is as frigid as
the look my girlfriend will give
me after reading this section...
Students like to procrastinate
— I do it all the time. I finish
homework at the last minute. I
turned in this column three days
late. But I guarantee that there's
no time when one's procrastination ability is more rigorously
tested than when faced with a
need to go No. 2 while visiting a
girlfriend or boyfriend's place.
I was in this situation just last
weekend, and I didn't know what
to do. All of my usual contingency plans were foiled: There was
no alternate bathroom I could
use (only a litter box). I couldn't
drive to the nearest gas station
(my car was encased in ice). I
couldn't even dig a hole in a
secluded corner of her backyard
(the ground was frozen)!

So what did I do when forced
to choose between severe
abdominal pain and the end of all
romantic illusions? With the ventilation system supplying much
needed background noise, I did
the dirty deed. Meanwhile, my
sweetheart watched
TV just footsteps
away. I hoped that
MATT she wouldn't hear.
WILLIAMS I prayed that she
Columnist owned air freshener. But most of
all, I just wanted to
get done in a hurry
before she discovered I wasn't going No. 1.
Wanted: dedicated, energetic
emu farmer... As graduation
nears, the need to get a job looms
for many seniors. Just this week,
I sat through a lecture on resume
writing and interview etiquette.
I came to the realization then
that my college-acquired skills to
bounce quarters into shot glasses
or sleep twelve hours a day may
not be resume material. But there
are plenty of jobs for people with
unique skills; check out the very
best of CareerNet's most recent
postings:
1) Broccoli Farmer
(Experience with kumquats and
horn melons a plus.)
2) Muskrat Herder (Should
have rapport with all forms of
rodentia.)
3) Ninja Assassin (Must have
numchuck skills and be good
with a bow staff.)
4) Christmas Present Delivery
Engineer (Requires a belly like a
bowl full of jelly.)
5) Househusband (Must put
down toilet seat; foreign accent
desirable.)
6) Redfern "Doctor" (Medical
degree and knowledge preferred
but not required.)
7) Zoo Nutritionist (Affinity

for spider monkeys a plus.)
Super Taco - like a slice of
heaven... As a senior, I won't be
caught dead in a campus dining
hall. This is because I cook my
own food (and by "cook" I usually mean "order burritos from
Super Taco"). But with cooking
comes my apartment's prevailing
philosophy for kitchen cleanliness:
1) While cooking, ensure the
stove and counters are suitably
covered with food.
2) Leave dirty dishes in the
location where they are last used.
(Do not rinse.)
3) Wait several days while
new life-forms begin to evolve.
4) Put the dishes in the
sink (even if the dishwasher is
empty).
5) Wait until the kitchen
starts to smell, piles of dishes
block access to both the sink
and adjoining counters, or dish
organisms take control of the
apartment (whichever happens
first).
This philosophy is often
modified with other steps, such
as "use as many dishes as possible," "fry food unnecessarily" or "cross fingers that dish
fairies will mercifully clean the
kitchen."
And finally... Sorry if this
column sucked, but I was
crushed when I discovered the
only CareerNet job for which
I am qualified is "Redfern
Doctor." (I had my heart set on a
more glamorous job like broccoli
farming.)
(Credit is due to Pete Fiutak of
collegefootballnews.com for "Calvacade
of Whimsy" column format.)
Matt Williams is a senior who
does not get his columns in on time.
Email comments to letters@TheTiger
News.com.
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Should A&M game be on a Sunday?

YES

NO

Recently, ABC approached
Clemson about moving the Texas
A&M football game to a Sunday
afternoon during the Labor Day weekend. Clemson
strongly considered the offer but ultimately turned it
down. By doing so, Clemson missed out on two big
opportunities to help the football program.
First, moving the Texas A&M game to a Sunday
would have gotten rid of one of several night games
the Tigers will play this year. Athletic Director Terry
Don Phillips has said that Clemson tries very hard
to avoid playing night games. The A&M game is
scheduled to play at night, but
moving it to a Sunday would
have allowed it to be played
during the afternoon.
Clemson has a very strong
home schedule; the Tigers will
host both Miami and Florida
State. Both these games could
potentially be picked up as night
telecasts by ESPN or ABC because of
their regional status. Moving the Texas A&M
game to a Sunday would have given Clemson
some leverage to avoid playing one or both of those
games at night.
Second, and more importantly, moving the game
to a Sunday afternoon would have provided Clemson
with complete national coverage. The NFL season
would not have started yet and few college games
would have been moved, so Clemson would have
had an afternoon time slot on a national network all
to itself. Professional football teams don't even get
that kind of coverage.
Tens of millions of people would have watched
that game; many of them would not have seen
Clemson play since a bowl game.
Imagine the name Clemson would have made
for itself if the entire nation watched us beat Texas
A&M in a hard fought game in front of 80,000
screaming fans in solid orange. And it would have
been the first game of the season.
Most people around the nation at least know who
we are, but many of them associate Clemson football
with our great teams from the eighties. When they
think about solid football programs, folks from the
Midwest think of Oklahoma and Texas and those
from the West Coast think of their USC. Why not
remind them, and the sports writers, that we still play
football here at Clemson. ■'
;
......'

Clemson should not move the Texas
A&M game to a Sunday. First of all,
having a football game on a Sunday
in Clemson is just impractical. The same roads that
become one-way, filled with tailgaters, are the roads
with the most churches and therefore the most church
goers on Sunday.
Religious arguments against football on Sunday
aside, trying to do the two main activities (besides
school of course) Clemson is known for on the same
day at the same time is simply just not a good idea.
In addition, is it worth having a football game on
a day that has the potential to cause this much controversy? Is it worth upsetting all the churches and
parishioners? Do we really want the drama of
/ having this thing argued about when we could
^" be focusing on other things?
X
Is it really fair to make die-hard Clemson
fans choose between God and football? What message do we want
to send about the things we value
as a community?
<
Additionally, blue laws forbid
the sale of alcohol on Sundays; sure, pebple
could stock up on the booze on Saturday:
But, what's the use in going to the "convenience" store
the day before to buy plenty of beer; that's not convenient. Store owners also count on the revenue gained
from alcohol sales on football game days. When all
those loyal Texas fans come to Clemson (or the people
from the rest of South Carolina who just forgot it was
Sunday) and have not bought their beer, not only will
they be upset, the stores will lose money.
Some would argue that coverage on ABC trumps
all, that we have so much to gain from being on
ABC it is worth the few negative draw backs. C'mon
folks. It's ABC —just because they have "Desperate
Housewives" does not mean they have super powers.
Being on ABC is not going to propel us into super-stardom. It's not going to make or break us either way.
We are not a no-name team that never makes it on
to a network or ESPN. We're usually televised many
times a year. Coverage is great; the more publicity
our team receives the better, but Clemson University's
number one obligation is not to football or any other
specific group or interest.
The University's number one priority should be the
best interest of the entire community. Football on a day
that much of the community considers to be a sacred
day. of rest is.just not a good idea.
!
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Iraqi elections signify Lose weight and end depencourage and resolve
dence on Middle East oil
It was a beautiful day in Iraq.
It wasn't a bad day for George
W. Bush either.
On Sunday, Iraqi
citizens all over the
country did something that we did
just a few months
ago. They did a lot
of the same things.
They made a decision, went to the
polling place, made their selections
and punched a card.
But they did something none
of us has ever done to vote. They
risked their lives. Threats, whether
or not they were executed, were
repeatedly made on the lives of
the Iraqis who engaged in this
"ghastly" behavior. You nor I have
ever had to risk our lives for such
a basic right. Most likely, we will
never have to.
We will never know or be able
to comprehend the sacrifices paid
for freedom. We will never be able
to understand what these Iraqis
have done. They have changed
their nation. How many of us can
say that? We elect a new leader
every four years. We elect new
congressmen every two. The
day comes and goes, and life in
America doesn't really change.
Life for the Iraqis has just
changed tremendously. They have
never been able to have a say
in their government. Most have
never before had the opportunity
to show support for any one leader
over another.
One man that I saw on the news
today said that the best they imagined prior to two years ago was
Saddam dying and his sons having
a struggle for power.
Instead, the people of Iraq are
drafting a Constitution, training
security and police personnel and
setting up a government. They are
planning their futures. They are
thinking about investing money,
buying land, opening businesses
and raising their kids. They have a
future. This day was a triumph for
all of them.
This day was also a triumph
for George Bush. Against all the
nay-sayers, Bush has stood firm
in his position on Iraq. He and our
troops in Iraq never gave up on
the people. The men and women
in Iraq have seen the joy on the
faces of the Iraqis. They have seen
the determination and the will the
people have to make this work.
The insurgents have lost, and
freedom has won. I know that's
cheesy; I'm a cheesy person. But
it's true. The ideals espoused by
the terrorists of Iraq have been
defeated by the spirit of the people
of Iraq, which Saddam not only
failed to quell, but most likely
inflamed.
Oppressed people have a greater

appreciation for freedom. We will
never know freedom in the same
way the Iraqis
do, because we
have always had
REBECCA
it. Those who are
STEADINGS
never hungry don't
Columnist know what it's like
to be full. Those
who have never
been imprisoned
don't know what
it's like to be freed.
It shows in the determination
of the Iraqi people how much
they want it. About 40 of them
gave their lives to vote. Their
hands trembled as they cast their
ballots, wondering if they were
signing their death warrant at the
same time. Still, their turnout was
comparable to the American turnout in the 2004 election. A final
number hasn't been announced,
but estimates run around 60 percent.
Would you be willing to risk
your life to vote? Is it worth
that to you? I wonder, of all the
Americans who gripe about our
freedoms being taken away and
our civil rights, how many would
be willing to risk their lives for
one vote. I like to say I would,
and I hope I would, but when
push comes to shove, would I?
Am I that motivated to protect
what we have? The Iraqis were
willing to risk all that for something they haven't even seen.
They did it for the possibility of
having what we take for granted.
There is hope for democracy
in the world. Iraq had not a discernable smidge of democracy,
and it may well turn out to be
a success story. Yes, there have
been stumbling blocks, and there
will continue to be. There were
stumbling blocks in the founding
of our nation, and we seem to
forget that.
There were, and there remain,
faults in our system. No government is perfect. But the people
of Iraq have proven that this war
was not in vain. The loss of life
has been tragic, but the trembling
hands of the Iraqi voters, terrified for their lives as they cast
their ballots, proves that it was
not useless. There is hope where
there was none.
Democracy offers to everyone
a hope. It doesn't guarantee happiness or success or great wealth;
it represents the possibility of
all of those things. Saddam suppressed that hope—eliminated it,
really. Possibility now looms on
the horizon for millions of people. It's a great day in Iraq, and
it's a great day in America.
Rebecca Steadings is a junior in
political science. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

Allow me to set the scene.
It is a typical hot January
evening. The location is
the inside of a quant little coffee
shop on the far side
of town.
My friend and
I sit sipping on
our chosen vessels of caffeine and
glancing through
magazines with
articles of incredible
importance like the
fact that Michael Jackson may or
may not be in trouble again, that
Ashlee Simpson has no talent, or
that the new model of (insert car
model here) has (insert number)
horsepower this year instead of
the (insert previous number minus
3) horsepower that it had last year.
This can only hold my interest
for so long, and thus the conversation moved on to its next
logical step which, of course,
is an in-depth discussion of the
world's social, health, economic
and environmental issues and
how they might most effectively
be dealt with. It should be noted
that by "conversation" I mean
"my caffeine filled brain started
spitting out all kinds of stuff into
the unsuspecting world" and by
"most effectively" I mean "most
absurdly".
The ideas which flowed forth
came down basically to this:
We, as a planet, have too many
problems and it would take way
too much effort to solve them all
individually, so the best solution
is to start joining them together,
taking seemingly unrelated issues
and forcing them together like
a square block in a round hole.
Some people might say it won't
work. I say you haven't found a
big enough hammer yet.
As an example, let's take the
problems of obesity in Americans
and the lack of a good clean
energy source. These are both
problems that get a fair amount
of attention in our country. From
time to time, someone will come
up with some new plan to fix one
of them, be it telling everyone
to stop eating bread, or building
hydrogen powered cars. What
people haven't tried doing is to
put them together, until now.
While the individual solutions
haven't worked so well, the collective solution is so obvious. It
is amazing it hasn't already come
up. Here we have millions of
people who are headed to an early
heart attack because they have
the energy of a billion Big Macs
stored in their thighs, and we are
allowing this energy source to go
completely untapped. Forget the

oil-rich lands of the Middle East.
Let's start farming the greasy
couches of America.
Imagine if as a country we got
off our lazy bums
and jumped on
JONATHAN treadmills like so
GOFORTH many hyper hamWebmaster sters.
We then hook
these treadmills up
to generators and
we are in business.
I am no expert or
anything but I bet we could make
a lot of electricity that way. I
mean we could probably power
a small city with a couple 8 year
olds on Red Bull.
If all goes well, we could make
a significant dent in meeting our
daily power needs without polluting, and at the very least we could
make up for the power used by my
electronic laden apartment which,
at last count, had the same energy
requirements as Rhode Island. The
human body is a very efficient
machine after all, and we do have
all of the energy saved up.
I imagine this being something
like those bicycles that you have
to pedal to make the radio work,
except that there are 300 million
"you", and instead of a radio it
is a large chunk of the US power
grid.
Now the question might come
up as to how we can get the country to voluntarily become the proverbial hamster.
The simplest solution to that
would be to have the whole thing
run by power companies. Duke
Power et al could just build themselves a chain of fitness centers
and let people work out for free,
or better yet, let people run off
their power bills.
As we have it now, there are
plenty of people who go out every
day and run around in circles or
on treadmills who are either just
wasting their energy or worse,
using up electricity that we
already have.
In the end this is a win-win
situation. We become less dependent on Middle Eastern oil. The
power is clean. People will get
some exercise. And I get credited
with the best idea ever. You never
know, maybe it would work,
maybe it wouldn't. But if it did we
could change the world.
Then again on second thought,
I am really just too lazy to work
on this right now. Hey, could I
get another cappuccino over here,
with extra whip cream this time?
Jonathan Goforth is a senior in computer engineering. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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ON THE

FIVE MINUTES IN
THE CLOSET
WITH...
KELLS HILDEBRANDT

Staff Writer
This week, German major Ama
Wertz took time out of her busy
schedule to share the secrets of her
funky, vintage style.
Tell me about your outfit.
"My shirt is from H&M, and I
got my jeans at Express."
What about your cool, vintage
accessories?
"I got my ring and earrings at
this jewelry store in Germany
called Bijou Brigitte.
I really like antique-style accessories."
Where do you like to shop?
"As a college student, I basically
will shop anywhere.
I'm not picky. If I find clothes
and they fit and it looks good on
me, I'll buy it."
How would you describe your
signature style?
"My style is very individualistic. I don't wear stuff because it's

trendy, I wear it because it looks
good on me.
Even if it's an apron or a crazy
pair of pants, and it's crazy to
everyone else, I'll wear it.
I don't have a set style or try to
dress a certain way."
Do you have a favorite article of
clothing?
"Yes, my black velvet jacket,
because it's Victorian-looking. It's
my new favorite thing."
Do you have any fashion influences?
"Definitely Audrey Hepburn,
because I like everything she ever
wore, but other than that, not really
Do you keep anything in your
closet besides clothes?
"I keep shoes, boxes, old CDs
and books that don't fit on my
shelf; basically everything that
doesn't go somewhere in my
room."
Ifyou had any amount of money
to buy one outfit, what would you

PROWL

BY GABRIELLE LAHATTE

LAID BACK FASHION: Ama shows off
her individualistic style.
add to your closet?
"I think I would buy some kind
of huge ball-gown."
How long do you spend getting
ready in the morning?
"It takes me about an hour,
because I spend about thirty minutes in the shower, and the other
half-hour getting ready.
I spend all day on campus, so I
have to spend time in the morning
getting my things together."
Do you have what it takes to spend
five minutes in the closet? If so, email timeout@thetigernews.com.

Wash these,

please!!
Vaccination is not the only way to prevent the FLU!!
♦ Avoid close contact with people who are sick!
♦ Stay home when you are sick so you don't infect
others!
♦ Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth to keep
from spreading germs!
♦ Cdver your mouth and nose when you cough and
sneeze!
♦ Get plenty of sleep and avoid stress!
♦ Drink plenty of fluids ~ at least 8 glasses of water per
day!
MOST IMPORTANTLY...WASH YOUR HANDS!!!
Frequent hand washing and/or use of an alcoholbased sanitizer prevents the spread of infectious
diseases, including the common cold, infectious
diarrhea, hepatitis A, and the FLU!
Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (www.cdc.gov)
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE HEALTH EDUCATION OFFICE
FOR MORE INFO CALL 656-1823

Like everyone else in the world,
I enjoy eavesdropping and love to
find out other people's problems
(probably because it makes me feel
better, but hey, at least I will admit
to it). Anyways, last week after
class I was following a gentleman
who was on the phone with one of
his friends. The conversation seemed
trivial until the tone of his voice
altered, indicating that everything was
not all right. It turned out that he and
his girlfriend had been in a tiff the night
before, because she was frustrated that
he did not spend enough time with her.
Yes, time, the man-made creation that,
ever since its inception, has been working
against us. Wrecking chaos on our daily lives, it extends to our relationships which leads me to ask: Since time is a concept, is it possible
to objectively measure what is an acceptable amount to spend with
another individual?
When you start dating, time is not a major concern. No one wants to
show too much enthusiasm, so, instead, the objective is to appear busy
in order to spark an interest. It is not until the relationship becomes
more serious when time becomes an issue.
It seems logical that when you found someone you truly like that
you would want to spend as much time as possible with that person.
However you should really keep a few things in mind.
The secret to every relationship is to have equal parts balance and
compromise. Before a relationship started, whenever Thursday night
came around you were with your friends hanging out and having a great
time. Now that you are seeing someone, this does not excuse you from
not spending time with your friends. When people become really close,
it can be easy to overlook how much time you are actually spending
with one another. Unfortunately, some relationships take a turn for the
worst, and if you neglect your friends, you will have no one to turn to
when things begin to sour. When you do spend time with your buddies, do not do this because your significant other is unavailable. Your
friends should never be a substitute for your partner, rather a separate
entity that deserves your attention as well.
Do not go to the other extreme, though, and neglect your duties
as a committed partner. Yes, we all enjoy some alone time, but when
someone begins to forget the last time he or she saw you, things can
get ugly fast! To make sure you see everyone in your life, you could
always try to incorporate the two by hanging out together with your
friends sometimes, but also compromise by hanging out with his or her
friends another night.
In relation to time spent with one another is the quality of time
spent with one another. There should always be a balance between
times spent chilling versus times spent going out to dinner, playing
sports, going to the movies or going to a party. There is no need to plan
everything; spontaneity is amazing but doing something constructive
occasionally is much more appealing than spending every weekend on
the couch watching TV.
With all this talk of spending time together, it is important to realize that it is possible to become too close. Suddenly all your date's
flaws become increasingly annoying and any little thing irritates you.
By being apart sometimes, it ensures that you do not become overly
involved and burnout by the relationship.
Generally, it is a wise assumption to do everything in moderation,
including spending time with people. There is truly no way to objectively determine how much time you should spend with someone else;
you can only go by your own standards. Hopefully your ideas are compatible with your mate's.
Any comments, questions or suggestions for On The Prowl can be
emailed to timeout@thetigernews.com.

Do you have a sweet ride?
TimeOut is looking for you!
If you have an interesting or unique
mode of transportation, e-mail us at
timeout@thetigernews.com.

MONDAY
All you can eat
fried shrimp!
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654-RIBS

Are you tired of rhetorical questions?
Help us fill this space

Timeout
thetigernews.com
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Kitchen Korner:
Never Odd or Even: dining
Springform pans out hall memories resurrected
the cheesecake pan placed inside.
Using a water bath when baking
Staff Writer
cheesecake prevents the edges
This is the column where we from cooking too quickly and
bring you a newfangled, whizzy turning brown.)
kitchen gadget each week. The
However, when looking at pans
featured gizmos aren't miracle- in the store, it is almost impossible
workers (there's seriously no to determine whether or not a pan
help for dishes such as "Avocado will be waterproof. If you're shopSurprise"), but they can give meals ping at a reputable kitchen-accesa surprisingly culinary edge. In sory store, simply asking one of
other words, they help make food the salespeople may get you a good
more bake-tastic.
answer. If not, test the pan as soon
This week's featured item is a as you get home. Put the empty
springform pan. This pan is per- pan in a water bath — if water
fect for cheeseappears in
cakes, mousse
the cracks
cakes and other
between
desserts with
the edges
sturdy edges
and the botthat do not
tom, your
easily separate
pan is not
from standard
waterproof.
baking pans.
Even
if
This
gadget
your pan
has an edge
isn't waterover standard
proof, don't
baking pans in
despair.
KELLS HILDEB8ANDT/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHED
that, after the
The water
side of the pan is removed, the bath can be placed beside the
edges of the cake are visible.
cheesecake in the oven, or on the
Springform pans are widely rack below, and offers similar
available, from the grocery store results.
and Wal-Mart, to kitchen-accesIf you're planning on displaying
sory purveyors such as Williams- your finished dessert creations,
Sonoma, Bed Bath and Beyond consider investing in a cake stand
and Sur La Table. Prices for the that will accommodate the bottom
pan range from six dollars to $45. of the springform pan. Also, look
As is the case with most kitchen at the lip on the bottom of the pan.
equipment, a more expensive pan The best pans will have a very
is not necessarily a better pan. small lip, which is necessary for
The best pans are steel (preferably sealing the top to the bottom. The
heavy-gauge carbon steel) with a smaller the lip, the easier it will be
non-stick coating. Choose a pan to cut through the crust and serve
that has a light silver finish, as the cake.
darker pans cause desserts to bake
As for what to put in your new
too quickly.
springform pan, why not try out
The pan should ideally have a new cheesecake recipes? If you
waterproof seal between the bot- don't have cookbooks, there are
tom and the side. The waterproof dozens of websites with great
feature is important when baking ideas. Some of my favorites are
cheesecakes in a water bath. (A AmericasTestKitchen.com
and
water bath is simply a large pan RazzleDazzleRecipes.com. And
filled with one inch of water, with so, until next week, happy baking!
KELLS HILDEBRANDT

SHARON ERYL

Staff Writer
In my attempts to recapture my
first year at Clemson and live out
my freshman year goals, I realized that this article might seem to
neglect the younger members of the
student body.
Recognizing this, I thought back
on what was most important to
me during my period of dorm life:
the dining halls — home of water
fights, more useless discussions and
one of the few creative outlets available on Clemson's campus.
That's right. Back in my day,
eating in the likes of Harcombe
required a large imagination and
a willingness to experiment in
order to make the meals somewhat
acceptable.
For example, Harcombe used to
be a hall of blandness. Lacking a
warm atmosphere, my friends and I
were famous for arranging "familystyle" dinners within its bare walls.
We'd rearrange the tables to allow
people to sit on all sides and remove
the institutional trays that reminded
us of our caferteria surroundings.
This temporary fix was only the
beginning of our creative exploits.
Because of all of our edible concoctions, my friends and I had discussed the possibility of publishing
a "Harcombe Cookbook." (Take
that Betty Crocker!) So, for this
column, I present to you a few of
the "recipes" that were the most
enjoyable.
For a breakfast treat, my favorite
involved cheesy grits and scrambled eggs smushed together (that's
a technical term folks). To add some
texture, I often added crumbled
bacon to mix things up.
My beverage of choice (to fill
in that serving of fruit) was a mixture from the Minute Maid juice
machine: two parts OJ, one part
cranberry juice.
Lunch and dinner times required
much more creativity. My absolute

Sexually Transmitted Infections
. One
rf*

in five people in the United States has an

STI
Two-thirds of all STIs occur in people 25
years of age or younger

Did You Know?

At least one in four Americans will contract
an STI at some point in their lives
At least 15 percent of all infertile American
women are infertile because of tubal damage
caused by pelvic inflammatory disease (PID),
the result of an untreated STT

favorite was a side dish we called
"salad shakers." I'd grab two bowls
at the salad bar and pile my salad
high with veggies and dressing.
Then, instead of throwing food
everywhere while I tried to toss
it, I'd just cover my salad with the
extra bowl and then shake it until it
was well tossed.
My entire diet revolved around
the staple chicken sandwich found
at the grill. For some diversity, I'd
also pick up a grilled cheese sandwich and add said chicken patty
to it with a dash of ranch dressing
from the salad bar. Really, I found
that adding ranch or Tabasco sauce
to anything was usually an improvement.
My favorite dessert was only
available if they happened to be
serving peanut butter ice cream.
I'd grab a big bowl and top it with
Cocoa Krispies for the ultimate
dessert. It's like a great big frozen
Reese's cup.
Lacking peanut butter ice cream,
the next best thing involved half a
mug of coffee topped with any flavor ice cream. Yum.
Most food at Harcombe, while
bland and greasy, was on par with
what you would expect from any
mass food distribution center.
That is, until the day I discovered
"PINK." Now what "PINK" was, to
this day, nobody knows. After picking it up from the dessert section, I
quickly realized it was not meant for
human consumption.
This amorphous pink blob seemed
to retain its shape despite any

assault it received. So in the spirit
of Clemson's goal towards reaching
top 20 status, my friends and I began
a series of scientific experiments to
determine the composition of this
foreign invader.
After slicing, dicing, microwaving and freezing "PINK," we
could find no change in its physical
structure and composition. Clearly
the next step was to determine if
it could bounce. With a splat, we
learned it could not.
Fearing that my past experiences are now out of date due to
Harcombe's renovations, I decided
that a visit was in order. Upon entering, I was immediately taken aback
by the colorful plates, the normal
sized glasses and the presence of
fresh vegetables.
Who invited them? Sitting down
with my tray, I found the food was,
dare I say, tasty? The grease was
replaced by sparkle, and the blandness was replaced by, well, flavor. In
the background, the sound of techno
music pulsed, softening the desperate debate amongst the surrounding
underclassmen ("Where will we get
beer this weekend?"). Despite this
familiar conversation, could this
really be the same institution of
Clemson lore where I satisfied my
appetite for two years of my life?
Harcombe may have lost its rough
edges, and the necessity of creative
dining may be gone with the winds
of change. But cookie break, though
moved to Schilletter, is still cookie
break. And isn't that what really
matters in life?

FKEfNANT..
or think you might be?
Stop by Birth rig ht
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1-800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)

Peace Corps comes to Clemsen!
Come meet Regional Recruiter and Returned Volunteer
Debbie Curley and find out how your skills and education
may qualify you for the toughest job you'll ever love.

r, February 7 is African American
HIV Awareness Day
The Office of Health Education offers HIV
testing for $7.00 per person.
The Office of Health Education is located in the basement of Redfem
Contact Parvin Lewis 656-0141 orJennifer Goree 6S6-I823 Byou have questions.

Wednesday. February 9. 2005
Information Table
Hendrix Student Center, Atrium
11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Thursday. February 10. 2005
Information Table
Hendrix Student Center, Atrium
11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
General Information Meeting
Hendrix Student Center / Multi-use Room
5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Peace Corps.
Life is calling. How far will you go?
800.424.8580
peacecorps.gov
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Ben & Jerry's joins Clemson's
Badminton club
serves up friends, downtown with great flavors
good times, birdies
CHAITRA CHELUVARAJU

Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered how
badminton is really played? By
badminton, I mean the kind which
is played in tournaments, not in
the backyard. If you watched a real
badminton tournament, you'll know
that I am talking about one of the
most exciting and energetic sports
in the world. And now, you have the
opportunity of playing it at the Fike
Recreation Center. A few graduate
students have joined together and
formed the Clemson University
Badminton Club. The club meets
every Wednesday from 5 p.m. to
9 p.m. and Sunday from 7 p.m. to
11 p.m.
Badminton is played with racquets lighter and smaller than tennis
racquets and uses a "Shuttlecock"
or "Birdie," which has a cork base
with attached goose/nylon across a
net five feet in height. Badminton,
when played right, can be a very
good form of exercise. A good badminton player has excellent reflexes,
good flexibility and a high degree of
mental and physical alertness.
Furthermore, what makes badminton more interesting is that the

shuttlecock can be controlled to a
greater degree than a ball. Thus, you
can play fast or slow and have a better strategy.
In fact, in highly competitive
games, the shuttlecock can reach
up to 200 mph and is considered the
fastest racquet game in the world!
Here's another piece of interesting
information: it's surprising, but
the speed and stamina required for
badminton is far greater than for any
other racket sport.
At the 1985 All England (Tennis)
Championships, Boris Becker
defeated Kevin Curren 6-3, 6-7, 7-6,
6-4. At the 1985 World Badminton
Championships in Calgary, Canada,
Han Jian of China defeated Morten
Frost of Denmark, 14-18, 15-10,
15-8.
The badminton players competed
for half the time, yet ran twice as far
and hit nearly twice as many shots.
For
more
details,
visit
www.clemson.edu/~bdmntn.
The club president is Yuyu Yuan
and you can contact him at
bdmntn@clemson.edu. The website also lists information about
badminton rules, its history, how to
buy badminton equipment, tips on
playing, etc.

BEN & JERRY'S
383 College Ave.
Clemson, S.C. 29631
JAY KYSER

Staff Writer
As soon as I found out there
was a Ben and Jerry's being built
in downtown Clemson, my inner
fat kid was ecstatic. Okay, I was a
little bit excited as well.
After eagerly waiting for it to
open, I was finally able to go get a
giant waffle cone of supreme goodness on Feb. 1.
I convinced my roommate
(okay, there wasn't any convincing ... she was all for it) to meet
me at Mell Hall and go investigate

rumors that Ben and Jerry's had
finally opened.
After a semi-treacherous street
crossing due to our lack of care
for the orange Do-Not-Walk sign,
we arrived.
There it was, nestled between
Firehouse Subs and Moe Joe's.
You remember from Psychology
class how Pavlov's dogs salivated
at the sound of a bell associated
with food?
I hate to admit, but I was almost
drooling at the sight of the blue
sign with white clouds.
I opened the door and walked
into ice cream heaven.
All the flavors I had seen in the
frozen dessert section of the grocery store were here ... and then
some!
The tie-died, friendly, laidback staff was helpful and willing

SUMMER NURSE FELLOWSHIP
LEXINGTON MEDICAL CENTER
Lexington Medical Center is pleased to
invite rising Senior RN nursing students
to participate in our annual Summer
Nurse Fellowship beginning in May of
2005.
The 10 week, full time, paying program
is an opportunity to work with a
preceptor and rotate throughout LMC
while gaining valuable hands-on clinical
training.
Qualified applicants will have a 3.0 GPA
and will need instructor's reference
letters provided by LMC.
For more information and an application
packet, please contact:
Joel Watts, Nurse Recruiter, at
(803) 791-2530, jdwatts@lexhealth.org,
or apply on line at www.lexmed.com.

"WE ALL SCREAM FOR ICE CREAM!": Chris Simmons, Jason Davis,
Elizabeth Cox and Patrick O 'Connor show off their tie-dyed work spirit,
which comes in many different flavors. Yummy!

to let me get some samples of
Gingerbread Cookie, Fossil Fuel
and Triple Carmel Chunk before I
made my final decision.
Then I saw it: My favorite pint
flavor, Primary Berry Graham, was
displayed among the other flavors.
I was expecting to have to borrow money from my roommate,
but my ridiculously large waffle
cone proved to be a decent price.
It's definitely not bad in relation to the absurd prices I've paid
at other ice cream shops such as
Marble Slab or Coldstone.
Before my visit, I was under the
impression that Ben and Jerry's
only sold ice cream.
The vast array of smoothies, sundaes and shakes proved me wrong.
For the dieters, carb counters,
or people who just want a slightly
healthier, yet equally good tasting
treat, there are many options to
choose from.
Between Karb-Karma, low-fat
frozen yogurt and fat-free sorbet,
I've never seen so many alternatives to regular ice cream.
After I finished my cone, I
looked around thirstily. Was I
going to have to pay for a glass
of water?
To my surprise, there's a water
fountain next to the seating area,
complete with complimentary
cups.
These people really did think of
everything!
Even though it's only been open
for a short time, people are already
addicted to the deliciousness that is
Ben and Jerry's.
As we were leaving, a guy
ordered a 20 pint bucket of ice
cream.
After that, I didn't feel so guilty
about my ice cream indulgence.
So, basically, go check it out.
The ice cream is excellent, but
anyone who has had a pint out of
the freezer could have guessed that.
Ice cream date anyone?

Calling all students:
Get your research ready for display at
the University Research Forum
The deadline to submit your abstract is
Friday, February 18 at 4:30 p.m.
The submission Web site will be live on
Monday, February 7 at
www.grad.clemson.edu/resforum/instructions2005
The research forum will take place on
Wednesday, April 6 at Littlejohn Coliseum
1:30 - 4:00 p.m.

2-005
For details, see www.grad.clemson.edu/resforum

The Graduate School
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
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Sequel repeats thrills Looking ahead: variety in
film genres will fill theaters
KNIGHTS OF THE OLD REPUBLIC II
LucasArts
RELEASE: Out Now
ADAM GRIFFIS

Staff Writer
"Knights of the Old Republic II"
is the sequel to the 2003 critically
acclaimed "Star Wars" role-playing
game, "Knights of the Old Republic."
While the first "Knights" was made
by the renowned developer Bioware
(the makers of "Neverwinter
Nights"), Bioware is currently
busy making the action-RPG "Jade
Empire." While the introduction
of a different developer is of some
concern, Obsidian has managed to
maintain the feel
that made the
first so great.
In
terms
of
gameplay,
"Knights II" is
approximately
the same; your
force alignment
is still decided
by various moral
dilemmas
and
dialogue
with
characters. You
can still pause
battles and issue
orders to help
manage the frenetic action, and
a lot of the items
from grenades
to battle axes
return. However,
Obsidian
did
make one huge addition in adding
the concept of influence to managing your party. The idea behind
influence is that, depending on a
party member's character, she is
either more or less inclined to follow
you depending on how you behave
and speak. This makes the players
much more aware of their conversations with NPCs, the personality of
their party members and the current
makeup of their party, but there are
problems with this element. The
main issue is that it usually makes
the player a real sycophant. Or it

forces one to be a ruthless jerk when
talking to one character, but a compassionate nice guy when working
with another. However, if you find
a group that you like to quest with
and you use influence effectively,
you'll be able to seriously influence the course of the game; you
can convince certain party members
to become fellow Jedi and open up
new storylines.
Graphically, "Knights II" is no
great step forward. The engine has
no major improvements over the
previous title, save the addition
of weather effects, and it shows.
While the first was no great shake,
but passable, "Knights H" looks
extremely dated at times. Moreover,
the engine still suffers from huge
slowdowns at times. In the first
game, it was acceptable and almost
unnoticeable
because it was
such a revolution, but in
"Knights II,"
it would have
been nice to see
Obsidian spend
some time fixing the issues.
Thankfully,
since "Knights"
is a turn-based
game,
rarely
does it seriously interfere
with gameplay,
but it is likely
to make many
consider waiting for the PC
version due in
February.
For
game
developers, the axiom "if it ain't
broke, don't fix it" can be a death
sentence. But for Obsidian's
sequel to the universally acclaimed
"Knights of the Old Republic," more
of the same is good thing. "Knights
II" is no great leap by any stretch of
the imagination, but the first game
was so good we'd gladly pay the
$50 for more of it. However, if you
have the patience to wait for the
February release of the PC version,
it's probably best to do so and avoid
the long load times and sporadic
frame rate drops.

"Night" DVD shines
FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS (DVD)
Universal Pictures
RELEASE: Out Now
ADAM STEINBERG

TimeOut Editor
One of the most overlooked films
of the year, Peter Berg's "Friday
Night Lights," tells the story of
a small-town Texas high school
football team. It is 1988, and the
Permian Panthers have all the pressure in the world on them to bring
home another state championship
for their storied football program.
As with any well-made film, the
story is full of ups and downs as the
team attempts to play its way to the
state football title.
"Friday Night Lights" centers
more around the individual players' coming-of-age process than the
team's coming together, and deservedly so. The film features dynamic
characters who are portrayed with
dynamic performances from the
actors involved. Derek Luke stands
out as the tragic running back,
Boobie Miles (sic). Luke brings
depth and character complexities to
Miles that are rarely seen in a sports
film (excluding coaches). Speaking
of coaches, Billy Bob Thornton
delivers an excellent turn as the
Permian High coach who must
either win it all, or quite possibly
lose his job. Thornton's character,
Coach Gaines, could have used a
tiny bit of development, and thankfully the included deleted scenes
included on the DVD provide additional insight into the character. It's

not exactly the stuff of Bergman, but
it's great fun.
The film is directed aptly by
Peter Berg, who manages to infuse
style and soul into the film, a rarity in today's movieplexes. The
screenplay is adapted from H.G.
Bissinger's book of the same name,
and is based on true events.
An unexpected highlight of the
film is its soundtrack. The band
Explosions in the Sky has scored the
film, and the film features mellow
rhythms and blasts of electric guitar
in the background.
The DVD includes numerous
bonus features, including, but not
limited to, deleted scenes, an interesting documentary on the real 1988
Permian Lions, player cam-action
shots and various commentaries.
Rent "Friday Night Lights" for
the special features — buy it for the
moving and entertaining film.

Tuesday
All you can eat
crab less.
a
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CHAITRA CHELUVARAJU

Staff Writer
This year, February will bring
a dose of horror to movie theaters
with "Constantine" featuring
Keanu Reeves who plays a supernatural detective who has been to
Hell and back.
Also coming in February are
horror movies "Boogeyman" and
"Cursed."
Will Smith will be seen again
after the not-so-impressive "I,
Robot" in the comedy "Hitch."
"Because of Winn-Dixie," which
is probably the most blatant store
promotion in recent times, also
opens.
Whether "Son of the Mask" will
turn out to be a funny story or just
a circus of green graphics remains
to be seen.
In March, Academy Award winning actor Adrian Brody stars in
"The Jacket" as a military veteran
who travels into the future. Vin
Diesel stars in the comedy "The
Pacifier." Two sequels - "The
Ring 2" and "Miss Congeniality 2:
Armed and Fabulous" — are being
released in March.
"Guess Who" has Bernie Mac
playing a sarcastic father who
disapproves of his daughter's marriage to white-boy Ashton Kutcher.
"Be Cool" will bring together Uma
Thurman and John Travolta after a
long time apart.
To complete the picture, we have
the usual dose of Cops vs. Baddies
drama in "Hostage" where Bruce
Willis plays negotiator, and the
animated "Robots," with the voices
of Robin Williams, Halle Berry and
others.
In April, "The Weatherman" has
Nicholas Cage playing a meteorologist attempting to get back with
his estranged wife before he moves
to New York.
Queen Latifah opens her
own salon (ring a bell?) in
"Beauty Shop," while Mathew

McConaughey and Penelope Cruz
look for an elusive toxin in the
Sahara desert in "Sahara."
And if you are wondering
if there are any movies about
sports, you can bet on it because
April brings you "Fever Pitch"
with Drew Barrymore and Jimmy
Fallon. This movie is about their
relationship and Fallon's obsession
for the Red Soxs and is based on a
novel by Nick Hornby.
Paris Hilton stars in "House of
Wax," but the question is, "Can she
act?" Kutcher has his second film
of the year, "A Lot Like Love,"
a romantic comedy with Amanda
Peet.
Sydney Pollack directs "The
Interpreter," with Sean Penn (as an
FBI agent - what else?) and Nicole
Kidman who plays an interpreter
who overhears an assassination
plot. This movie has footage inside
the UN building in New York.
"Rebound" features Martin
Lawrence as a college basketball
coach demoted to a junior varsity
team.
May brings us "Star Wars:
Episode 3 - Revenge of the Sith,"
reportedly the darkest of all "Star
Wars" films.
Adam Sandier and Chris Rock
play football in "The Longest
Yard," while Val Kilmer and LL
Cool J try to find a serial killer
among the FBI's training team in
"Mindhunters."
We can catch a sci-fi film with
"The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy" and a romantic comedy with Jennifer Lopez called
"Monster-in-Law".
Orlando Bloom plays a young
blacksmith in Jerusalem who protects his people from foreign invaders in "Kingdom of Heaven."
June features the much awaited
"Mr. and Mrs. Smith" with Brad
Pitt and Angelina Jolie, who play a
couple and both lead double lives.
We can also watch "Cinderella
Man" starring Russell Crowe

and Renee Zellweger. "Lords of
Dogtown" has young skateboarders from Venice, Calif., who go on
to become world sensations.
Jim Carrey and Tea Leoni play
an unemployed couple who resort
to armed robbery to pay their bills
in "Fun with Dick and Jane."
Also in June, we can catch a
French horror film "Switchblade
Romance" and "Herbie" starring Michael Keaton and Lindsay
Lohan.
"War of the Worlds," a Steven
Spielberg film, starring Tom Cruise
is a contemporary version of the
H.G. Well's classic. This movie
supposedly has a budget of a whopping $200 million!
Kate Hudson stars in the thriller
"The Skeleton Key" which is about
a caretaker in New Orleans who
has horrifying experiences with an
elderly couple.
Johnny Depp plays an eccentric
Willy Wonka, a man behind the
most magnificent chocolate factory
in the world in "Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory."
"Fantastic Four" is a story about
astronauts who get superpowers
after being exposed to some kind
of a cosmic radiation.
Nicole Kidman plays a witch
who cannot resist to use her powers
to solve her problems with her husband Will Ferrell in "Bewitched".
Scarlett Johansson and Ewan
McGregor star in "The Island," a
movie about clones.
A romantic comedy about a
womanizer who falls in love called
"The Wedding Crashers" has
Owen Wilson and Vince Vaughn
in its cast.
Jamie Foxx stars in "Stealth,"
which has military pilots stopping
an Artificial Intelligence Program
from initiating the next world war
(so, what's new?).
"Elizabethtown" has Orlando
Bloom as a dejected young man
who falls in love with Kirsten
Dunst, a witty flight attendant.

Come home to
Hunter's Glen
- youll love it here!
Why?
It's a GREAT PLACE to live with good ol'
Southern Comfort, an attentive, considerate,
caring staff. They give attention the
"old fashion way."
1,2 and 3 Bd/Rm Apts. call today654-0058- don't delay.
854 Issaqueena Trail, Clemson
www.cjapartments.com
Take advantage by Feb. 15 for Super Savings!
Call now, don't delay!
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Game Consol
f its esteemed gaming critics to
TimeOut recently gathere
take part in a debate askh
tate question: Which gaming
system is the best?
Representing theX-box is Brandon
wiski, defending the Playstation
2 is John Gault and contending for } Gamecube is Adam Griffis.
Here are excerpts from th
d ultimately deadly, debate:
Which console system is the best value?
Brandon: "Xbox has everything you need
er. It h the easiest functioning multiplayer and the widest variety of people, college-age, who play,
[ways
eone to play with whether it is on Xbox live or
system link.
Adam: Gamecube is best value because it I
|$100 and has some of the best exclusive titles. From
"Rogue Squadron" series to "Windwaker" ("Legei
■da").
John: JCl^e Playstation 2 becauSbsjthas onlinj
| and a gigantic library. All the games are guaranteed to
ide-hbase. ft Iso functions as a DVD player without the extra $30 remote.
It saems t1%t eveJfbWe on campus is play
orPS2; wt is the Gamecube even in this argument?
A(^ff! Tfind that qjsstion insulting. The
as a terrific!
re are people who play it obsesPy. It even has system link, although people"rarely use it. You
the Gamecube has exclusively:
it has "Mario Kart," "Mario <5olf' and "Mario Tennis," which an
r games for parties, and there's
"Donkey Konga" too. Just because it doesn't have a fanbase do
be a terrific console for a~college student
jgga^jwfj*
John: The Gamecube doesn't deserve to be in this argument. Its titles are extremely :ak, and it has such a
small lineup. Many titles don't even come out for the system, and it's so hard to find anyone to play the system
link with, and it doesn't have any online multiplayer. It's a consistent pattern that any gar
comes out for all
three consoles is shoddiest on the Gamecube due to the game controls and architecture.
Brandon: It's also a consistent pattern that games are the best on the Xbox due to sexj
^ics and ]
support.
^^
Adam: Just because you (John) aren't used to the controls doesn't mean they are bad. Thl^-aphics on
Gamecube are terrific when they are programmed exclusively for Gamecube, games such as "Wir
"Resident Evil 4."
Which system has the most innovative titles?
Adam: I think Gamecube has shown the biggest commitment to experimenting. Gamecube took a huge risk with
"Legend of Zelda: Windwaker" and switching to cell shaded graphics when it was met with universal derision.
Now it has shown serious commitment to the bongo controllers with three "Donkey Kong" titles planned, and
"Donkey Kong: Jungle Beat." This is a very innovative platform.
John: We have the eye-toy, which provides a camera interface with the console, and it is totally unique. The PS2
is the originator of all "Grand Theft Autos" since "GTA: 3," which are probably the most original games since
"Sim City" or "Civilization."
Brandon: You want original? Never has there been an online console interface as original as Xbox live.
John (interrupting): What about the Dreamcast or even the Sega Genesis, which had an online component. Just
because the system is the first to have enough broadband users to make it work, does it make it innovative?
Brandon: Yes, it does. No platform before the Xbox could ever be the behemoth known as "Halo 2," as far as
online gaming goes. With a minimum of 15,000 players online, I'd like to see a dial-up modem do that.
John: What about "Final Fantasy XI?" That's a massively online multiplayer game. You can't compare a thousand people in a persistent world to 16 in a deathmatch.
Brandon: Yeah, but I didn't have to buy a $100 external hard drive to play "Halo 2."
How big, if any, of an advantage is therefor the Xbox considering it includes a hard-drive in its console.
Brandon: It's the same price as PS2. It's a huge money saver because I never have to buy memory cards. If they
add maps to "Halo 2," or other Xbox live titles, I can download them and play them at any time. I can rip mp3s
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Smack- down
and create my own soundtrack to a game, and I still haven't seen anyone who has broken the 50,000 blocks on a
hard-drive.
John: At least I don't have to store an anchor in my entertainment system. The hard drive effectively ties your
saved games and characters to your system, while if you own a PS2 you can transfer them. It may have cost me
20 bucks for a memory card, but at least I didn't have to buy a DVD kit.
Adam: I concur.
Brandon: At least we can play DVDs.
(Adam weeps, openly.)
Which system is best for someone who doesn't know anything about gaming?
Adam: Gamecube probably has the simplest controls, and it also has some of the most user-friendly titles. Many
of the titles are kid-oriented: "Mario Golf and "Mario Party" are extremely easy to play. The fact that it has a
broad range of titles ranging from child to adult titles provides a great opportunity for a user to introduce themselves into the world of gaming.
John: If you want to talk about a broad range of titles, you need to talk about PS2. And the controls of PS2 are
exactly the same as PS1, so anyone who has seen a console in the last ten years has probably seen consoles identical to the current ones.
Brandon: Why talk about a broad range of titles that might confuse a new gamer when they could simply go
and play "Halo 2" like everyone else? It makes the buying experience so much easier to know that you can be a
big part of what everyone else in America is doing without having to decide what game to play. Xbox has already
decided it for you.
John: I Si§|ig|do2" horse is dead, it's time to stop beating it. Maybe you should learn to get some other
titles. More than that, IcaSH believe the Xbox is using a narrow range of titles as a plus for its system. As a user,
I want the most choice in software.
IA games? Because you can play those on Xbox live. We've got tons of exclusive
■ shelf, waiting to be put in after "Halo 2."
H too. And a lot of the Xbox exclusive titles are pretty damn weak, such as:
Oddworld," wb
B^fcally acclaimed but never gained any popularity, or "Blinx" 1 and 2, even "Project
Goth Racin^^^as bad.
' Brandon: 1 guess you forgot about "Knights of the Old Republic." Next question.
Adam: Both of t
*hts of the Old Republic" are better on the PC because of shorter load times and better
graphics. M
Is this argument even worth having?
Brandon: As long as you want to spend moWy UrrA system, and not save 50 bucks on a Gamecube, then
there is no argument. The Xbox has better pr^essoiJplTicn equates to better graphics, it has ^--convenient harddrive and the most hassle free on-line play of any system. If you want a PC with controllers and none of the bugs,
get an Xbox and play "Grand Theft Auto" on your friend's PS2.
John: Most people already own a PS2, so I don't really see the validity of this argument. Spending 15( Bks
money when that can buy you anywhere from
plus 50 dollars a year for an Xbox and Xbox live is a huge wa:
four to ten titles from the gigantic PS2 library.
fie tales
Adam: This argument is worth having because, for a mere 1 dollar^you can get access to sor
e^of Z^la'^ the new "Starfox," "Donkey Kong
both currently out and to come out this year, from the new
Jungle Beats" and "Fire Emblem."
Finally, which system is better with the ladies?
Adam: I think since most ladies aren't the gamers, the Gamecub| friendlyl!ontr<
^e"r titles make it a
terrific gateway system for the ladie^ - to get them into your worldjof gaming. ^^^^
John: If you want a gigantic piece of ly black garbag sitting i pour room that makes you look like a power
nerd, then go ahead with the Xbox. fflePS2 is slim and sexy on the outside.
Brandon: It's a proven fact that girls love bad boys, and the ] Kx is the bad boy of the consoles. I don't remember hearing from a woman that she wants it slim like ?M Pmini like the Gamecube. They want it big, loud and
with up to 16 players.
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Something Corporate
Bright Eyes
On January 28, in Charlotte, NC, emo
and pop-punk collided. Tremont Music Hall
played host to Straylight Run and Something
Corporate.
Tremont Music Hall is basically an old
warehouse, but it provided an adequate arena
for the new wave of emo kids.
Two opening bands adequately warmed up
the crowd for Straylight Run and Something
Corporate. The Academy Is kicked off the
show. They provided an interesting blend of
rock and glam, with the lead singer reminding
me more of Christopher Lowell than Chris
Carrabba.
Hidden in Plain View followed and were
merely adequate. They had an interesting
arrangement going with the lead singer and
guitarist sharing vocal duties. However,
interesting is about as good as it gets for this
band. Rob Freeman (guitar/vocals), provided
an awkward and unmelodic sound when his
mouth opened, and nothing really original
ever came. The band did have a few exciting interactions with the crowd, but this does
not make up for the musical doldrums they
created.
At last, it was time for Straylight Run to
bring their unique blend of emo and pop. John
Nolan appeared in typical emo fashion, showing off tight jeans, a beard and a The Smiths
shirt. While the crowd appeared to be mostly
there in support of Something Corporate, a
large number of the emo kids appeared to
be quite familiar with the melodic tunes of
Straylight Run. The band's Dave Eggers

inspired song, "Mistakes We Knew We Were
Making," became a giant sing along and
one of the highlights of the evening. The
set perfectly blended singer John Nolan's
electric guitar and testosterone singing with
keyboardist Michelle Nolan's sweet crooning. (Yes, they are siblings.) The band played
most of the tunes from their self-titled album,
although their set ended far too quickly.
Something Corporate walked on stage to
a warm reception by the Tremont crowd.
Andew McMahon sat down to his piano,
and the opening notes for "Cavanaugh Park"
sounded. The band's signature blend of punk
riffs with pop hooks never rang truer. The
crowd clearly fed off the band's energy and
enthusiasm.
Thankfully, Something Corporate did not
neglect their history, as they played a solid
mix of newer and older songs. A particular
highlight was the playing of "Watch the Sky,"
a B-side track that is one of the best songs that
band has ever recorded. Two-thirds of the
way through their set, all band members were
exited except for McMahon, which could only
mean one thing — "Konstantine" was about
to grace the crowd's presence. "Konstantine"
is one of the best piano ballads ever written,
period. Unfortunately, McMahon decided to
take a few liberties with the song and attempt
to improvise a few lines. The new lyrics did not
flow at all, and a few verses of this perfect song
were lost forever. The band did pick the speed
up after this, and they closed with the crowdpleasing "Hurricane."

Anyone who is anyone was at the Variety
Playhouse in Atlanta on Tuesday night. For
what reason? The indie darling of the last
five years was on hand to perform songs from
his new album. That's right, Bright Eyes, or
Conor Oberst, brought tight jeans, Converse
All-Stars and tears to Atlanta.
Two bands were fortunate to open the
show for Bright Eyes. Unfortunately, the
author missed the first band, Tilly and the
Wall. (Food took precedence over unknown
music.) However, this writer did have the
good fortune of catching Coco Rosie. This
is a band unlike any other. The sound of the
band is mildly comparable to a mixture of
Sigur Ros and Outkast. The band features
two sisters, Bianca and Sierra Casady. The
duo was dressed in Native American attire
and was joined on-stage by a large man in a
rather extravagant and large Indian headdress.
The man, whose name remains unknown to
the author, was perhaps the highlight of the
evening. This guy could create full on rap
beats, along with whizzes and whistles that
were previously unimaginable, just by using
his mouth. It was truly a wonder to hear his
creations perfectly blend with the soft and
mysterious sounds of the Casady sisters.
After what certainly seemed an eternity
for some of the members of the audience,
Bright Eyes took the stage. Many musicians
appeared on stage with Conor Oberst playing
the wide variety of instruments needed to pull
off a Bright Eyes song. Oberst and friends
came out tight right away, playing songs from

one of Bright Eyes' new albums, "I'm Wide
Awake It's Morning."
One disappointment is that while the band
performed aptly and well, Oberst neglected
his older material for the most part. Virtually
no songs from "Lifted or the Story is in the
Soil" or "Fevers and Mirrors" were played.
While this tour is in support of "I'm Wide
Awake It's Morning," it would have been
nice to hear a few of the Bright Eyes songs
that we all listened to growing up. Another
disappointment is that none of the songs from
"Digital Ash in a Digital Urn" were played,
although a tour in support of this album is
rumored.
Perhaps the most interesting part of
the evening was Oberst's diatribe against
President Bush, in song form. While a large
portion of the crowd seemed to enjoy the rant,
this author paid for music, not politics. While
Oberst has the perfect right to talk about
whatever he likes during his show, bi-partisan
and educated rants are preferred.
Despite these setbacks, Bright Eyes' set
did include many fantastic moments. During
the closer, "Road to Joy," Oberst brought
out members of Tilly and the Wall and Coco
Rosie for a blow-out finale. Everyone on
stage jumped, danced and sang to produce
a truly magical moment. Everyone on stage
appeared to be having the time of their lives
and so did the crowd. After the final song,
Oberst swung his electric guitar into the floor
in typical rock star fashion — typical of the
whole evening.

Angie Stone
Anthony Hamilton opened the recent Angie Stone concert
after he disappointed concert-goers nearly two months ago
in Greenville when he played merely two and half songs and
proceeded to walk off stage. As a result of that prior date,
Greenville ticket holders were rewarded with Littlejohn
tickets at no additional cost — forget the fact that tickets
were about $13 cheaper the second time around (Thanks
Ticketmaster!).
Ironically, the Grammy Award nominee Hamilton began
with the song "Since I Seen't You" and then promptly put any
audience fears to rest by stating, "Y'all ain't going nowhere
'til I'm done with you, and I ain't going nowhere 'til the Lord
is done with me." After that faithful assurance, Hamilton
dove into a 45-minute set featuring tracks from his fantastic
debut album, "Comin' From Where I'm From."
Highlights included a slower, mournful rendition of
"Lucille," the crowd pleasing "Cornbread, Fish and Collard

Greens" and the 2005 Grammy Best Male R&B Vocal
Performance nominee "Charlene." During what was arguably
the most inspiring song of the night, "Charlene," Hamilton
sprinted off stage and into the crowd.
While he continued to sing, Hamilton slowly strolled
throughout the frantic, mostly female, audience, who took it
upon themselves to grab any part of the singer they could get
their hands on. As the frenzy began to culminate, Hamilton
humbly delivered a wake-up call to those getting out of hand
by declaring, "I ain't Jesus." Finally, the South Carolina
native closed his exemplary performance by exploding
through the soulful "Comin' From Where I'm From."
After a short intermission, Angie Stone strutted on stage
and got the crowd going with her remarkable stage presence
as she performed "Karma" from her latest release, "Stone
Love." Also a Grammy nominee this year, Stone has enjoyed
a successful career over the past six years and is now coming

to the forefront of the R & B scene as one of the best in the
business.
Throughout the night, she soared on a number of selections
from her three-album song bank. Most popular was 200l's
chart-topping hit "I Wish I Didn't Miss You," from the album
"Mahogany Soul."
Anthony Hamilton was brought out, to the absolute pleasure of the ladies in front of the stage, for a South Carolinian
duet titled, "Stay For A While."
"Touch It" provided the night's funkiest tune and showcased Stone's smoking band. Solos performed by both her
back-up singers and guitar player worked nicely in adding
variety to the overall show.
This was perhaps the only time Clemson will ever see two
Grammy nominees from the same year on the same stage,
and those that attended were served up a full helping of soulful R & B pleasure.

Arcade Fire
ADVANCE SCREENING

OfflflDQ ocas

DATE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9,2005
TIME: 8:00 PM
LOCATION: MCKISSICK THEATER
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: UNIVERSITY UNION INFO DESK
SPONSORED BY

mbna
Theater is overbooked to ensure capacity, ARRIVE EARLY; Seating is on a first come, first seated basis. PASSES DO NOT
guarantee admission and passes must be surrendered upon demand. No one wilt be admitted without a ticket or after the screening
begins. Issuer reserves the right to refuse, revoke or limit admission in its sole discretion at any time. Admission constitutes consent for
the issuer to photograph and record bearer, and to use the likeness of bearer for any purpose without payment.
NO RECORDING
This screening will be monitored for unauthorized recording. By attending, you agree not to bring any recording device into the theatre and you consent to
physical search of your belongings and person for recording devices. If you attempt to enter with a recording device, you will be denied admission. If you
attempt to use a recording device, you consent to your immediate removal from the theatre and forfeiture of the device and its contents. Unauthorized
recording will be reported to law enforcement and may subject you to criminal and civil liability.

ARRIVE EARLY! SEATING IS FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE!. ... ... ...

"The Arcade Fire" is hands
down the biggest thing in the indie
scene since livejournal. Critics
raved, scenesters gushed and in the
end, even the mighty, pretentious
Pitchfork Media gave their album,
"Funeral," the number one spot
for the year. Being one of a number of Clemson students who has
"The Arcade Fire" CD spinning (I
use the terms loosely) on my mp3
player nonstop, hearing that they
were coming to The Orange Peel in
Asheville, N.C., I knew that I had to
make the trip.
For a mere ten dollars I was
blessed with a show that not only
lived up to the hype, it actually
managed to exceed it. The opening
band (using the term loosely again)
was a guy named Final Fantasy who
played various violin pieces and
looped them to create a full violin
quintet sound. He then beautifully
sang over these loops while playing
a fifth part. Overall, he was a perfect opener who kept me interested
through his whole set, getting the
crowd even more pumped to see the
headliners.
After what seemed like ages getting the 20 plus instruments set up,
The Arcade Fire erupted onto the
stage with their fist pumping power
ballad, "Wake Up." It was an
explosive opening to the show that

showcased each of seven players on
different instruments.
Final Fantasy joined another girl
on violin, while the male lead singer
played guitar. His wife, the other
singer, began on the keyboards for
the first song, while his brother
came out with a giant shoulderstrapped torn and a leg-strapped
tambourine.
This guy had the most energy
of anyone, not to mention looking
exactly like Napoleon Dynamite,
which was awesome.
Throughout the show, members
switched to play stand-up bass,
accordion, a crash helmet, a giant
light up seal and the female lead
singer even played drums on two
songs including a steel drum piece
on one of the encores. During the
show, people in the crowd were
struck with awe and happiness,
which led to dancing and good
times. Our own staff photographer
had a huge grin on his face almost
the whole time while taking pictures, and it was representative of
how everyone felt.
The Arcade Fire is like one big
family, and their performance made
the audience feel as though they had
just joined. This show was one of
the best concert experiences of my
life, and I don't mean that loosely
at all.

Articles by
Brandon Bilinski — "Arcade Fire"
Rob Leake — "Angie Stone"
Adam Steinberg — "Bright Eyes" and
"Something Corporate
Cover Photography by
Ben Shannon
Adam Steinberg
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2005 Elections
Do you have a vision for Clemson University's
graduate students?

SON UNN^"
Contact Info:
gsg@clemson.edu
703 University Union
Clemson, SC 29634
(864) 656-2697

Run For;
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
For more information visit:
//people^lcmsoti^du/^sg/Nottiinatioiis^ini/
Nomination Period: Jan. 26- Feb. 16
Campaign Period: Feb. 16-Marcfa 6
Election: March 7 (on-line)

College Days
Oil and Filter Change
plus Free Safety Inspection
- only $15.00!
every Thursday and Friday
College ID required
Piedmont Automotive
Honda Chrysler Jeep Dodge
4015 Clemson Blvd
Anderson, SC (864) 260-5750
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Eastwood's "Baby" got back One nation's history
under Jon Stewart's
comedic prowess
MILLION DOLLAR BABY
Warner Brothers
RELEASE: Out Now

MICHAEL HUNLEY

Assistant TimeOut Editor
First off, I am not a fan of boxing movies or any sports-related
movies, actually. I am rather bored
throughout and now refuse to see
any of them, due to each one having the same story and plot and
characters and ending, etc. Yet,
oddly enough, I loved the new boxing movie, "Million Dollar Baby."
The drama can't exactly be
called a sports movie per-se. Sure,
it's set in the world of boxing and
apparently Sports Illustrated gave
it a rave review in a recent issue.
But, unlike basically every sports
film I've seen over the past 20
years, this is one of the few that
concentrates more on the emotional plot of the characters than
anything else.
Set in Los Angeles, the movie
chronicles Frankie Dunn (Clint
Eastwood, who also directed and
produced the film and composed

the score), the owner of a boxing
gym called The Hit Pit where he
trains a number of young boxers.
He's a crotchety, grumpy guy,
always arguing and doubting the
virtue of everyone around him,
which always ends up coming back
and hurting him — in the beginning
of the film, he loses a boxer he had
coached to another trainer.
Enter Maggie Fitzgerald (Hilary
Swank), a spunky, uneducated
wannabe boxer who shows up
to the gym one day, begging for
Frankie to help her become a
champion. Despite ignoring her
at first, feeling she is too "girly,"
Frankie, encouraged by the gym's
janitor and former boxer Scrap
(Morgan Freeman), he agrees to
train her.
The two are soon surprised to
find out how much skill Maggie
has. She wins fight after fight
and soon enough she is up for the
Women's Boxing championship ...
that is until the film's now muchtalked about "twist" happens,
changing the events of the final
third of the film.
Without giving the twist away,
I feel that the film benefits greatly
from it. Not only does it come
completely out of left-field, but
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"DO YOU FEEL LUCKY, SWANK?": Eastwood, Swank bring attitude to rink.

it also strengthens the emotional
complexity of the film and shows
viewers what the main focus is: the
relationship between Maggie and
Frankie.
Frankie, who has gone to mass
everyday for over two decades, is a
tortured soul who is forever trying
to get in contact with his estranged
daughter. Maggie, who works parttime as a waitress, stealing table
scraps so as not to starve, takes
care of her trailer trash mother
and siblings, who eventually take
advantage of her good fortunes.
The two have nobody else except
each other, which makes the ending (which I won't give away)
even more heartbreaking. Though
the opening and closing feel a bit
disjointed from the rest of the film,
it's still a compelling and rousing
viewing.
Anchoring the film are the
superb performances from the
three principle actors, who also
recently received Oscar nominations (the film was also nominated
for Picture, Director and Adapted
Screenplay).
Eastwood, who
directs with beautiful subtlety and
grace, also proves an amazing
actor, making one forget about
those one-dimensional Dirty Harry
days. It's also great to see Freeman
given a great role to sink his acting
chops in — he proves to be one of
the most dependable actors working today.
Swank, returning to top form
after a string of mediocre dramas,
is simply amazing. Just like her
Oscar-winning performance in
1999's "Boys Don't Cry," she
throws herself into the role with
great detail and care, making the
character a living, breathing being.
She also gained around ten pounds
for all the training she did and
that is actually her in all the fight
scenes.
"Baby" easily joins the ranks of
"Rocky" and "Raging Bull" as one
of the best boxing movies ever. It is
a gritty look at a surprisingly violent world, yet it also shows great
emotional nuance and heart.

Wyoming Fly Fishing Adventure
for Clemson students,
faculty, and friends!

June 19-25,2005

Trip includes: 5 days of fishing in SE Wyoming on the North Platte River and
in the Medicine Bow National Forest. Six nights lodging in the Cot tonwood
cabins located on the Encampment River in the town of Riverside Wyoming. ALL
Transportation, fishing equipment, and fishing liscenses will be provided!
Not Included: Airfare to Denver international airport. We will help arrange
all the flights and all meals.

Cost Per Person: $825 Plus airfare
Credit available for 1st summer session LSI75!
This trip is limited to 8 people! Hurry, while space is still
available!
For more information or to sign UP, contact:
Dan Anderston
Clemson University
298 LeHotsky Hall
Clemson, SC 29634
email: dander3@clemson.edu

spectrum since "The Daily Show"
and Jon Stewart have a reputation
of being left-wing.
AMERICA: THE BOOK
Upon talking to a few Republicans
Jon Stewart
I realized that the book was a lot like
RELEASE: Out Now
"Team America" in that almost anyone will find the book funny as it
rips on every political party.
BRANDON BILINSKI
The way that the authors were
Staff Writer
able to turn every point in U.S. hisWhen was the last time a textbook tory into a joke is mind boggling.
for one of your classes called a for- The charts and end of chapter activmer president a taint, showed nude ities lend to its realistic feel, but a
pictures of Supreme Court justices moment's glance at the questions
and made references to looking up (i.e. "Does the expression, 'When
bestiality on the internet when dis- in Rome, do as the Romans do'
cussing Paul Revere?
apply to all cities or just Rome?"),
If any book besides "America: one can see that the book is a haven
The Book" has these features, then of hilarity.
I kept wanting to stop reading
I would like to know what classes
you've been taking.
after every page and go show my
"America" has taken this nation roommate every great joke (some
by storm with its textbook-like of which require knowledge of
layout and patented "Daily Show" American history).
humor.
Although the book came out in
In a decade where liberally and the fall and has been a number one
conservatively biased political bestseller, it is just now getting a lot
books almost guarantee a spot on of press for some controversy in
the New
the book.
THE DAILY SHOW WITH JON STEWART PRESENTS
York
Many
Times bestlibraries in
seller list,
the south
are banning
"America"
it because
stands out
(THE BOOK)
as a biparthey
say
tisan-bashit is porA Citizen's Guide to Democracy Inaction
ing humor
nographic
novel
filth (due
disguised
to the nude
as a hisjudges).
tory lesson
Personin democally,
old
racy.
people
M
y
standing
first
run
around in
through of
the
buff
the book
frightens
involved
me, and I
skimming
move on
to reading
headlines,
looking at
other parts
pictures
instead of
and their captions and reading what- harping on a page of humorous/
ever the owner of the book thought disgusting nudity.
was hilarious.
Jon Stewart even made a comI spent about two hours perusing ment about these librarians, saying
the pages, and there was never a dull that if had they read the book, they
moment.
would have a lot more to complain
After this time I nearly forgot about.
about the book, until it was given to
There are references to Dr. Maya
me for Christmas.
Angelou making lewd penis jokes
At this time I decided that a skim and pages of excessive swearing
wasn't enough, and it was time to sit attributed to founding fathers.
and read cover to cover.
Such sexual things are present in
I'm going to say this up front for many books, but apparently since
anyone who hasn't read the book reading is so obsolete, only the picentirely yet.
tures are harmful.
Do yourself a favor and read
Unless you are a stickler that likes
every word.
to ruin other people's fun, buy this
I recently watched "Euro Trip" book.
by myself and didn't laugh out loud
Forget borrowing from a library
one single time, but I was almost to because there are so many jokes in
the point of crying in the first chap- this text, you will want to read it
ter of "America."
over and over again.
There is a clever joke or pun
America itself may be a deeply
almost every paragraph, and if one divided nation, but maybe all its
joke fails, another one presents itself people can unite over the fact that
before you can think.
"America: The Book" is unbelievAs a pretty staunch liberal, I was ably, eye-wateringly, side-splittingwondering if it would be wise to ly, pants-wettingly, guffaw-inducrecommend this book to the other ingly hilarious, and everyone who is
(note: "wrong") side of the political an American should own a copy.
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Lollipop King
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Doom Squad

by Alex Lay

Spectacular Views

by Jackson Nichols

Social Commentary

by Jackson Nichols
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16
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18
19
20
22
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29
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32
33
34
35
37
41
42
43
44
47
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Association (abbr.)
Dart
Loose gown worn at
mass
Gum
Net
Downwind
Grammar
Merry
California (abbr.)
Coupe
Couple (2 wds.)
Pilots
Carpe
Always
Aged
Mellow
Homeless
East northeast
Disfigure
Pastor (abbr.)
Mid semester test
Black tie outfits
Moose relative
Quiet
River (Spanish)
Get accustomed
Jetty
Pleat

49
50
51
52
54
56
57
59
63
64
65
66
67
68

Pine tree product
Written material
Drains sap
One-celled animals
Moved through water
Male sheep
Tails
Puzzle
Caesar's three
Gets older
Foot ailment
Genetic code
Wrongdoing
Lincoln's coin

Down
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

American Cancer
Society (abbr.)
Unassertive
Transgression
Type of gasoline
Santa
Madagascar franc
(abbr.)
Jumped in the air
Large religion
Citizen
Niche
Looked through a book
Bell tower

14
21
23
24
25
27
29
30
31
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
42
44
45
46
47
48
50
51
53
55
58
60
61
62

Extension (abbr.)
Loathing
Put through a hole
Brief
Copied
Peaked
Radioactivity unit
Grade
Immediately preceding
Become runny
Choker
Indian lodge
Crimes
Fall
Lubricates
Turf
Band instrument
Subclass including ticks
Realm
Inability to recognize
objects
Garden caretaker
Scarcity of food
Type of dance
Sunrise
Whip
Weave
Concord e.g.
Rummy (card game)
First day of wk.
Whichever
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